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Festival's popularity grows 
By AMYJO L. BROWN 
The BG News ^ 
The first Black Swamp Arts 
Festival almost never happened 
because of lack of man-power, 
but with a little bit of help and a 
little luck, the festival survived 
its first year and will celebrate 
its seventh anniversary this 
weekend. 
Around 50,000 people are 
expected to attend the annual 
downtown event, with opening 
activities beginning tonight at 5. 
The art show that sparked the 
idea for the first Black Swamp 
Arts Festival was not quite as 
huge. And it kept getting small- 
er each year. 
Sponsored by the Wood Coun- 
ty Park District, an art show 
annually featured the works of 
local Wood County residents. 
"The Wood County Fine Arts 
show was a small event," said 
Andrew Kalmar, director of 
Wood County Park. "It got to be 
so small, the last one was held in 
the courthouse and lasted for six 
hours. The Park District felt we 
should do something else." 
He said at that point he was 
contacted by the Downtown 
Business Association, which sug- 
gested they and the Park Dis- 
trict team ought to put together 
a festival. 
"The festival was something 
the business people talked about 
for years," said Floyd Craft, 
owner of downtown businesses 
Ben Franklin, Ace Hardware 
and For Keeps. "We just never 
had the time or the man-power. 
We probably would not have 
pulled it off the first year with- 
out the help of the Wood County 
Park District." 
Craft said the choice to make 
art the main event at the festival 
was a result of looking at other 
festivals, such as Ann Arbor's. 
"Art seemed to be the corner- 
stone (of the others)," he said. 
"We wanted to add quality to the 
festival, not a big blast." 
Kalmar said the first two or 
three years of the festival, art 
was shown in both juried (art 
selected for the show beforehand 
by judges) and uninjured (art 
not selected) shows that attract- 
ed people from around the coun- 
try. 
Now, only a juried show is 
offered, which still selects works 
from out of the area. Local 
artists not selected for the juried 
show can, however, show their 
works in the Wood County Invi- 
tational, which is also displayed 
at the festival. 
"I think it has raised the qual- 
ity of art shown tremendously," 
Kalmar said. 
Craft feels art has allowed 
the festival to become a family 
event. 
"The children's art area is one 
of the nicest of any festivals," he 
said. 
The number of activities for 
kids have grown over the years. 
Tie-dye, rain sticks and painting 
are just a few of the interactive 
events scheduled this year. Kids 
also have their own music enter- 
tainment. 
"I have had people come up to 
me and tell me the festival is a 
yearly family event for them," 
Kalmar said. 
Kalmar also said the festival 
was geared toward every age. 
A big attraction this year is 
the music selection. Over 30 
bands will be featured during 
the three day event. Names such 
as The Big Creak (rock), the Del 
Roys (ska), Love Dogs (swing) 
and the Wright-Neal Quartet 
(jazz) will be heard on the main 
stage in downtown BG. 
One major change that has 
occurred since the first year is 
that the festival's opening night 
is now on Friday. 
Originally the festival was 
only on Saturdays and Sundays. 
Friday was then included into 
the schedule as a big celebration 
night. 
"It's a night of big entertain- 
ment, stage music," Kalmar 
said. 
Kelly Wicks, chair of the per- 
formance committee, said every 
• See FESTIVAL, page five. 
European experience gives student new outlook 
 ASaluteto  
sum 
Before the autumn breeze 
arrives and the leaves begin to 
fall, The News is going to 
revisit the summer every Fri- 
day in September through sto- 
ries about summer programs, 
experiences and internships. 
By STEFANIE SIZEMORE 
The BG News 
Summer school is not 
usually something stu- 
dents look forward to, 
but one University student 
said his experience gave him a 
new outlook on life. 
"This trip made me more 
open to things, people and life 
in general," said Nick 
Maglosky, a junior marketing 
and international' business 
major, about the six weeks he 
spent traveling and studying in 
Europe with the University's 
College of Business. 
On June 12, he left the Unit- 
ed States with 55 other stu- 
dents from Bowling Green, 
Ohio State and Ohio Universi- 
ty- 
"I wanted to go on this trip 
because I really wanted to see 
Europe," Maglosky said. 
The program is structured so 
that the students go to class 
and get a chance to tour 10 
countries in Europe. 
Monday through Thursday 
the students  attended classes 
that Maglosky said were not 
much different from classes at 
the University. 
"The classes were not that 
hard," Maglosky said. "We had 
tests and everything, but not 
much homework." 
The weekends, along with 
two straight weeks, were set 
aside for traveling. 
Throughout the six weeks, 
Maglosky and the other stu- 
dents visited Spain, France, 
Germany, England, Wales, Hol- 
land, Belgium, Germany, Aus- 
tria, Italy and Switzerland. 
The group spent two to four 
days in each country and visit- 
ed all the major tourist attrac- 
tions. Maglosky's favorite place 
was Switzerland. 
"The scenery in Switzerland 
was indescribable." he said. 
"The people there were really 
nice and the jump was great." 
The jump Maglosky is talk- 
ing about is a bungee jump that 
he made while in Switzerland. 
He jumped1 591 feet which is 
the highest jump one can make. 
Maglosky also enjoyed tour- 
ing Holland and seeing the Sis- 
tine Chapel in Italy with fellow 
classmate Rich Garr. 
"It was really interesting to 
go country to country seeing 
different things and meeting 
new people," Maglosky said. 
The students were in a dif- 
ferent country almost every 
week, therefore transportation 
was a big part of their trip. To 
Photo Provided 
Nick Maglosky, (left) takes a break with fellow travelers at Balmer's Herberge in Switzerland. 
get from country to country and 
city to city they used various 
modes of transportation. 
"We rode on everything 
including boats, subways, 
trains, metros, trams and 
taxis," Maglosky said. "We were 
on our own, so basically it was 
up to us to find the train to get 
us where we wanted to go." 
Maglosky said some of the 
most interesting times came 
while the group was eating. 
"It was really cool to try new 
food in every country but at 
times it was also scary," 
Maglosky said. "One dinner in 
France we were served the nose 
of an animal, but could not fig- 
ure out what animal it was." 
Besides from the food, people 
varied from country to country. 
"Overall people were very 
friendly, especially in Switzer- 
land, Holland and Spain," 
Maglosky said. 
Maglosky tried to bring 
home a little something from 
each country. 
"I bought a silk scarf in Italy, 
some wine in France and I 
brought home some Holy Water 
from the Vatican," Maglosky 
said. 
He said that during the trip 
he really did not get homesick, 
but he did miss the little 
things. 
"I missed things like driving 
and being able to just go up to 
someone and speak English," 
he said. 
Maglosky returned home on 
July 24 with a new outlook on 
things. 
"The people in Europe know 
a lot more about us than we 
know about them," he said. 
"Someone in France asked me 





By SARAH DELANEY 
The BG News 
The Health Center on cam- 
pus offers competitive prices 
for students who find them- 
selves sick while they're away 
from their family doctor. 
The reason the Health Cen- 
ter can offer such prices is 
because the Health Center is 
not operating for profit, but 
instead is a service for stu- 
dents, faculty members and 
their families, said Director of 
Health Services Dr. Joshua 
Kaplan. 
"One nice thing about the 
Health Center is that there is 
no charge for an office visit," 
Kaplan said. "Insurance com- 
panies often have a co-pay poli- 
cy for office visits, so we don't 
charge." 
The office visits are not 
"free," however, because money 
from students' general fees is 
allocated to the Health Center, 
Kaplan said. 
One of the most frequently 
used services at the Health 
Center is the pharmacy. 
"We tend to be a discount 
pharmacy," Kaplan said. "We 
have a limited supply of brand 
name pharmaceuticals. We use 
good generic drugs instead to 
cut down on cost." 
Sophomore IPC major Maria 
Grunkemeyer thought the 
pharmacy prices were excel- 
lent. 
"I got a prescription filled 
there and it was a lot cheaper 
than at home," Grunkemeyer 
said. 
Sarah Durst, a freshmen 
education major, recently visit- 
ed the Health Center because 
her ear was bleeding. 
"They took care of it for me," 
Durst said. "I had to get a pre- 
scription filled, and it only cost 
$1 with my prescription card." 
Kaplan also said that non- 
profit health care providers 
usually get better prices on oral 
contraceptives as well as some 
other prescriptions. 
Besides office visits and pre- 
scriptions, students can use the 
Health Center to get X-rays, to 
get a physical and to have lab 
work such as a throat culture 
performed. 
"We can sew up cuts and 
treat burns, which is more than 
some family doctors do in their 
offices," Kaplan said. "More 
often than not, students err in 
thinking it's something we 
can't handle. If we're open, 
we're a good place to start for 
non-emergency care." 
The charges for services 
beyond an office visit are based 
I See HEALTH, page five. 
Professor holds discussion, explains conflict in East Timor 
By ELIZABETH 
JENTLESON 
The BG News 
A discussion about East 
Timor was held Wednesday to 
help students understand the 
country's political turmoil. 
Marc Simon, professor of 
political science, led the discus- 
sion, using stories from his 
1998 journey to Indonesia to 
help explain the political, social 
and economic unrest there. 
The conflict between the 
native Timorese and the 
Indonesian militia has existed 
since   1974   when   Indonesia 
invaded East Timor. The con- 
flict, however, escalated Tues- 
day when the militia reacted 
violently to a vote in favor of 
separating East Timor from 
Indonesia. 
These demonstrations, 
along with the collapse of Asian 
currency in the past year, has 
fueled the unrest in the region, 
Simon said. 
The Timorese protests have 
been handled with extreme vio- 
lence since the invasion. 
Roughly two-thirds of the popu- 
lation was wiped out by guerril- 
la military groups who cut off 
the food supply and executed 
protesters, Simon said. 
"Every family in East Timor 
has been touched by this 
tragedy," Simon said. 
The debate for and against 
foreign peace-keeping interven- 
tion in East Timor today is sim- 
ilar to that of Vietnam, Bosnia 
or Kosovo, Simon said. 
Jared Ridoutt, a sophomore 
international business and 
Japanese major, thinks that 
intervention is necessary. 
"It's very crucial for change 
to happen, even if its just eco- 
nomic pressure by the U.S. 
against the Indonesian govern- 
ment,"  he  said.  "However,  I 
think that with a presidential 
election coming up, the U.S. 
government wants to keep 
efforts low-key." 
Simon similarly believes 
that intervention is necessary. 
"I don't think the people of 
East Timor are optimistic 
about the possibility of getting 
any kind of outside help," 
Simon said. "They have histori- 
cally been ignored. I felt isolat- 
ed when I was there. The prob- 
lem is that this is such a poor, 
remote part of the world." 
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Louis livin' la vida Amish 
Oft' have I been asked what 
it is like to be an Amish student 
at BGSU. Well, tis not a life of 
great facility. 1 constantly 
worry that I have not been able 
to build my quota of barns with 
the rest of the Amish communi- 
ty. 
This lack causes my 
brethren to deal me harsh 
upbraids for cavorting overly 
much with the English. For 
instance, when I last met with 
Jebediah, Ovadiah, and Jere- 
miah they tarried not in allot- 
ting me stalwart shunnings 
(the sort of which are usually 
reserv'd for they who would 
shave their beards or carouse 
with Mennonites). 
Apart from these concerns I 
find it difficult to find carriages 
apart from the sort bereft of 
horses. As I am barr'd from uti- 
lizing the vanities of the mod- 
ern world I have no use for this 
means of conveyance. Many 
here might object that they 
have seen other Amish people 
drive cars. I, however, am not 
that sort of Amish person. I 
shall remain steady in my con- 
victions despite the hardships 
necessarily impos'd upon one 
such as myself in an environ- 
ment such as this. 
Students will sometimes ask 
of me whether I have come to 
Bowling Green from the Penn- 
sylvania Dutch Country. I 
reply, "Nay, English, I come not 
from Pennsylvania. In fact, I 
sojourned from Connecticut 
when  last  I made journey to 
£ 
"Instead of engaging 
in the study of 
subjects for the 
damn 'd, I simply 
take lucky guesses 
and provide the 
answer to which the 
Spirit leads me." 
this university." These students 
will sometimes express a look of 
wonderment. Other students 
will inquire as to the Amish 
population of central Connecti- 
cut. Yet others will stumble 
back into the tavern out of 
which they had just stagger'd. 
Freshmen, however, usually 
just respond with yet another 
inquiry. This is usually some- 
thing along the lines of, "Could 
you follow that stumbling guy 
back into that bar and get us 
some beers?" To this I reply, 
"Beverages of spirit are, by 
nature, sinful. This is unless 
they be Scotch whiskeys of sin- 
gle malt." The freshmen will 
then halt their inquiry as they 
are usually pursuant of cheap 
and watery American beer. 
One might now ask whether 
there be any positive aspects to 
Amish life in Bowling Green. 
To this I reply that tis true that 
life in BG is in many ways 
superior to the life of the Amish 
in 16th century Europe. One 
might draw to mind the fact 
that Bowling Green is not poss- 
est of any sizable rivers into 
which my brethren might be 
thrown by heathens. Also 
favorable is the Supreme Court 
resolution of Wisconsin vs. 
Yoder. This has left us free of 
being fore'd beyond the eighth 
grade ever since 1972. As such, 
I have been free from choosing 
a side in the vicious BGHS / 
Otsego rivalry to which so 
many adolescents fall victim. 
Oft' times inquiries will fall 
to the topic of my major. 
"What," a person will ask, "do 
you, as an Amish student, 
study here at BGSU?" My reply 
is, "Amishology." The person 
might then ask about how I 
handle various courses that the 
University requires that fall 
outside of the auspices of 
acceptable study for an Amish 
youth. The answer is simple. I 
do not bother learning the 
material. 
Instead of engaging in the 
study of subjects for the 
damn'd, I simply take lucky 
guesses and provide the answer 
to which the Spirit leads me. 
While some might doubt the 
effectiveness of this method, I 
find  that it facilitates admis- 
lest column and send if 
taylob@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
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sion to the list of the dean. I 
have also learn'd, while at this 
fine institution, that courses 
with names ending in the word 
"studies" are often sufficiently 
bereft of analyticism that I 
need not worry about exposing 
myself to lethal doses of acade- 
mia should I opt to attend said 
class. 
It has also been asked of me, 
"How do you manage to avoid 
exposure to technology here at 
a university?" Indeed, this is a 
problem. Technology runs ram- 
pant at Bowling Green State 
University. If one is not very 
cautious it is easy to accidental- 
ly learn something about com- 
puters. 'Twas several years 
before I learnt that by following 
the educational path that was 
followed by ITS management I 
could avoid gaining any sort of 
technical knowledge. Should I 
be asked tomorrow whether the 
University ought to have 
installed Lotus Notes I might 
very well reply in the affirma- 
tive, such is the level of my 
technical ignorance. 
In conclusion, I hope that 
this article has bared to the 
campus population the extent 
of myAmishness. If such is still 
not clear then come and ask mc 
about Amish things sometime 
and I will try to make the situ- 
ation still clearer. 
Louis Lomasky is a caring 
nurturer and columnist for The 
News. He can be reached at 
louis@goon-squard.org. 
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at all times. Also, 
keep your doors 








"Lock our doors. 
We already had a 
watch stolen." 
etters to the Edi 
Right to vote is a 
right of choice 
I was sitting in class 
Wednesday reading The BG 
News when I read Kurt 
Weaver's letter to the editor. 
For the first paragraph I 
thought maybe he had written 
an intelligent letter, but then I 
read the remainder and real- 
ized he was just attempting to 
win votes for Republicans. 
I agree with him that Liber- 
al docs not mean Democrat, 
just as Conservative does not 
mean Republican, but to argue 
that the Republican party is 
the party of everyone is pure 
insanity. I'm not black, but if I 
was, I might not vote Democ- 
rat, but I sure wouldn't vote 
Republican. A party that has 
members such as David Duke 
and other KKK notables, is cer- 
tainly not the place an intelli- 
gent minority should be placing 
its support. Maybe we should 
try to convince Jewish people to 
vote National Socialist party 
this year. Oh, for those who 
don't know it, that's the NAZI 
party. 
I'm not advocating that peo- 
ple vote Democrat either. Per- 
sonally I would recommend vot- 
ing Green, or Socialist, or just 
don't vote. Unlike Mr. Weaver, 
I consider voting to be a privi- 
lege, not a duty, and as such, if 
I choose not to vote, I don't have 
to. Of course, that doesn't mean 
I don't still reserve the right to 
bitch all I want about the way 
things are. If there is no candi- 
date whose views are congruent 
with mine, I am not obligated to 
vote for whoever I dislike the 
least. If no candidate exists in 
an election outside of the main- 
stream of Republicrats (as 
Democrats and Republicans are 
basically the same single party 
today in America), then those of 
us outsiders have even more 
right to not vote and then bitch 
anyway. 
The voting age is 18, but 
don't vote cause you have to, 
vote cause you want to, and if 
you don't want to, then don't. 
It's your right not to, and if you 
let someone like Mr. Weaver 
force you into voting, you will 
be pissing away both your 





It was recently brought to 
my attention that the Letter to 
the Editor from Wednesday, 
September 8, was in many 
ways addressed mainly to me. 
Kurt Weaver, it is now my 
intention to clear up any mis- 
conceptions that you may have 
as a result of my previous ten- 
word statement. 
First of all, I realize that 
"Democrat" is not a direct 
translation of the word, "liber- 
al." Yet, "Republican" would be 
seen as an .opposite to "liberal" 
more often than not. Further- 
more, Kurt Weaver noted that 
Abraham Lincoln was not only 
the author of the Emancipation 
Proclamation, but also the 
founder of the Republican 
Party. What Kurt Weaver failed 
to include was the fact that if 
Lincoln could have ended the 
Civil War keeping slavery 
intact, he certainly would have 
done   so.   The   Emancipation 
Proclamation was not an act of 
heroic proportions on the part 
of Lincoln, but rather one of 
mere convenience which, in my 
opinion, does not enable him 
any bragging rights. 
You say, Kurt Weaver, that 
"today the Republican Party is 
the party of everyone, regard- 
less of race," but what really 
should have been said is this, 
"the Republican Party is the 
party of everyone who can 
afford it." This statement would 
then include members such as 
Secretary of State, J. Kenneth 
Blackwell and Representative 
J.C. Watts, who are indeed 
wealthy black men. 
Kurt Weaver previously stat- 
ed that, "To generalize that 
someone votes a certain way 
simply due to race or gender, is 
a dangerous path to travel 
down." But never did I make 
this generalization. I never so 
much as implied that all black 
people vote one way and all 
white people another. I merely 
stated that I vote Democratic 
and gave my personal opinion 
as to why I vote that way. And 
as far as it being a dangerous 
path in which to travel, Kurt 
Weaver, this is a chance I am 
willing to take. 
Kurt Weaver stated earlier 
that he was "tired of everyone 
bitching [about elections) and 
not doing anything about it." I 
see profanity as an ignorant 
man's form of expression for he 
knows no other manner in 
which to convey his emotions. 
There is a time and a place for 
everything, Kurt Weaver, and 
in this column it is neither the 
time nor the place. 
Kristi Ellis 
kmelli8@bgnet.bg8u.edu 
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I cannot recall exactly 
when it began, but I think it 
was around four years old. 
It was a pleasant summer 
day. My mother was floating 
around the house, busily 
cleaning and organizing 
everything (does this sound 
like the Donna Reed show?) 
and I, her kind, sweet, 
thoughtful daughter decided 
to help out with the work 
that she was doing. 
Now, remember please 
that I was four and maybe, 
just maybe, didn't under- 
stand quite everything 
about doing laundry, but I 
decided I was going to help 
with it none-the-less. 
The first thing I didn't 
understand was that if the 
clothes lying in the basket 
were all folded and all 
smelled good, it had already 
been washed. 
But really, what possible 
harm can washing clothes 
twice do? So, that wasn't a 
major problem. 
The other thing I didn't 
understand (the more 
tragic misconception) was 
that the clothes, when one 
decides to wash it, actual- 
ly goes into a washing 
machine. 
I wasn't entirely 
unknowledgeable about 
the clothes-washing device 
- I knew that the clothes 
went into something with 
water, something that 
swirled around, etc. 
So, yes, on that fateful 
day, when the sun was shin- 
ing brightly outside and my 
mother, a happy lark, sang 
around the household, my 
journey from the living room 
to the hall went unnoticed. 
My little steps down the hall 
toward the laundry basket. 
My plight remained unac- 
knowledged as I took my 
armful of clothes and 
walked down the hall, 
toward the bathroom, 
through the bathroom door. 
Where was it? Yes, there 
along the far wall. Walking 
toward the toilet, intent on 
my purpose. Happy! The 
first portion of my chore was 
complete as I shoved the 
armful of clothes into the 
toilet. 
I walked back and forth 
with another armful, and 
then another. 
Little did I know that just 
that moment, my mum was 
in the living room, just real- 
izing that she .didn't know 
exactly where I was. She 
caught me on the fourth 
armful,     and,    thankfully 
before I flushed. 
Now, I don't actually 
remember this occurrence. I 
have just heard stories and 
been teased mercilessly for 
this childhood stupidity for 
as long as I can remember. 
But, to the best of my knowl- 
edge, this was the first 
example of a trend that 
would last many, many 
years. 
I was a very dumb kid. 
I did not do poorly in 
school and I wasn't a bad kid 
in any form of the word, but 
sometimes I just did really 
stupid things, and often- 
times there were things that 
I just didn't get. 
For example, I trust that 
some of you all have seen 
the movie or heard the 
music from the movie "Foot- 
loose." I heard the music as 
a child and adored all of the 
songs, but I never fully real- 
ized what they were all 
about. 
At the top of my lungs, I 
would sing, "grab your coat 
and wave good-bye to your 
friends...I'm gonna take you 
where the night never 
ends...I feel the need to 
sweep you off of your 
feet....you and me we should 
be dancing in the sheets..." 
BUT, in my head there is a 
picture of (fully-clothed) 
people jumping up and down 
and dancing on a bed. 
I belted out "This girl gets 
around yeah,  she  knows 
what  she  likes I've  got 
what she needs...ooh, yeah, 
and one of these nights..." 
But did I realize what the 
song is about? Probably not, 
as I imagined this girl shop- 
ping a lot, going out to see 
movies, her schedule quite 
busy with family reunions. 
So often in the course of 
my everyday life, 111 remem- 
ber things, perceptions and 
ideas that I had as a child, 
and just be absolutely 
astounded at the stupidity 
that abounded within my 
being. 
There are so many sto- 
ries. My poor, poor room- 
mates are forced to listen to 
the stories whenever they 
pop into my head. In a nor- 
mal conversation, a word or 
phrase or idea will trigger a 
memory and all of a sudden 
I will be like: "oh my gosh, 
you guys, I was SUCH a 
dumb kid." 
Now, I like to think that I 
have grown out of my awful 
"dumb kid" syndrome, but 
every once in a while it will 
pop up, at times when I 
least expect it. 
Case in point: I'm writing 
a column openly admitting 
childhood stupidity to the 
whole world (or at least to 
everyone in the Bowling 
Green State University com- 
munity who takes the time 
to read the newspaper). 
Really, how intelligent is 
that? 
PC^Ol1^   [^|f»nTC|)ti.m   will   follow.   Fine 
w *    '^'•*^ *'»**'•*- Arts Room 204, Fine Arts eventscenter 
Saturday, Sept. 11 Friday, Sept. 10 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Art Exhibit: Different Voic- 
es 
New Art from Poland. Runs 
through Sept. 24. Daily except 
Mondays; 2-5 p.m. Sundays. 
Free and open to the public. 
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts Cen- 
ter. 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Art Exhibit: Once is Never 
Enough 
Textiles, Ancestors and 
Reburials in Highland Mada- 
gascar. Runs through Sept. 24. 
Daily except Mondays; 2-5 
p.m. Sundays. Free and open 
to the public. Wankelman 
Gallery, Fine Arts Center. 
5 p.m. 
Black Swamp Arts Festival 
Kick off for the annual three- 
day festival of visual and per- 
forming arts. Downtown Bowl- 
ing Green. 
7 p.m. 
Curator's    Talk: Once     ia 
Never Enough 
Curator, Rebecca L. Green, 
will talk about the Textiles, 
Ancestors  and  Reburials  in 
10 a.m. 
Black Swamp Arts Festival 
Second day of the annual 
three-day festival of visual and 
performing arts. Downtown 
Bowling Green. 
11 a.m. 
Presidents Club Event - 
Pre-Game Football Lun- 
cheon 
Football Home Opener vs. Ten- 
nessee Tech. Demetrius Stein- 
metz jazz Quartet from the 
College of Musical Arts will be 
providing entertainment. For 
more information, contact 
Carol Sanner at 372-2424. 
Pre-Game Tent Luncheon 
located next to the Stadium. 
1 p.m. 
Football   hosts  Tennessee 
Tech 
BG begins its home schedule 
against I-AA for Tennessee 
Tech, which had a 4-7 record 
last season. Perry Stadium. 
Sunday, Sept. 12 
10 a.m. 
Black Swamp Arts Festival 
Third day of the annual three- 
day festival of visual and per- 
forming arts. Downtown Bowl- 
ing Green. 
1 p.m. 
Women's Soccer hosts Nia- 
gara 
The Falcons host Niagara in 
the final match before the 
MAC schedule begins. After 
today, the Brown and Orange 
will play 10 consecutive con- 
tests vs. league foes. Cochrane 
Field. 
1:30 p.m. 
Curator's    Talk: Different 
Voices 
Curator, Catherine Amidon, 
talks about the New Art from 
Poland. A reception will follow. 
Fine Arts Room 204, Fine Arts 
Center. 
Monday, Sept. 13 
10 a.m. - 6p.m. 
Print and Poster Sale 
Vendor will be selling a variety 
of posters and prints, it is a 
great opportunity to decorate 
those bare walls. 
10:30 a.m, - 1:30p.m. 
Education Abroad Display 
Table 
Receive information on the 
many opportunities the Edu- 
cation Abroad Program has to 
offer. Call 2-0309 for more 
information. Off-Campus Stu- 
dent Center, Moseley Hall. 
ACROSS 
1 Tragic lale 
5 Large parrot 
10 Very French 
14 Mobile starter? 
15 Old World lizard 
1G Disorderly retreat 
17 Having three 
sides 
19 Saintly g ow 
20 Categorizes 
21 Doesn't have to 
23 Goll-hole starting 
point 
24 Did some light 
cleaning 











40 Appear to be 
42 Fit 
44 Metal bar 
46 Sure thing' 
47 Intuit 
48 At large 
50 _ ot Galilee 
51 Tranquil 
53 Nodular 
57 Square measure 
58 May celebration 
60 Lock with a pin 
61 Shucks! 
62 Work lor 
63 Vigoda and 
Lincoln 
64 Pays attention to 
65 Category 
DOWN 
1 Computer input 
2 Yours ard mine 
3 "The Dock ot the 
Bay" singer 
Redding 
4 Kind ot cocktail? 
5 Picture border 
6 Matures 
7 Ford or Dodge, 
eg 
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10 Exchange tor a 
newer model 
11 Tournament type 
12 Continental 
prefix 
13 Sports tig 
18 Showpiaces 
22 More mckcator 
briefly 
24 Scribbled 
25 Singer Colte' 
26 Visitor from 
space 
27 Dakar populace 
28 Deleat. but |ust 
barely 
30 Dullards 











ANSWERS IN ALL THE 
WRONG PLACES? 
GET SOME HELP FROM 
THE ANSWER KEY — 
43 Resolute 
45 Make an 
attempt 
49 Vitality 
50 Medley meals 
51 Sunken fence 
52 Part of U A E 
53 Roe source 
54 6/6/44 
remembrance 
55 Western lawman 
Wyatt 
56 Unit of force 
59 Definite article 
TOfavt one cfou dowfy t6te cvee6ettd?\ 
Ohio weather 
Friday, Sept. 10 
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions, high/low temperatures 
I Toledo \n°nr~\ 
Cleveland  6»/S2 
;2»sr 
MwwfleM |7tr/5(r |'» 
I Youngstown   10°J*t 
Dayton   73 /51 
O 
I Cmclnri«tli74°/52' 
0 1999AccuWeather, Inc 
Sunny   Pi Ctoudy    Cloudy       Showers    Tstorms       Ram Flumes        Snow lot 
Vm Asaocmea Press 
WORDj 
of the day 
enervate 
Pronounced:: e-n&r-'VAt 
Function: transitive verb 
Etymology: Latin enervarus. 
past participle of enervare, from 
e- + nervus sinew — more at 
NERVE 
Date: 1614 
1 : to reduce the mental or 
moral vigor of 
2 : to lessen the vitality or 
strength of 
synonym see UNNERVE 
-  enervation  /"e-n&r-VA- 
sh&n/ noun 
"Busy  days  with  one  zillion 
things to do tend to enervate me." 
TV GUIDE SECTION 
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10,1999 





















You (In Stereo] 
Simpsons 






Kids Say the 
Oarndeei 
tionw Huo>vJeYS(R) 
Improvement     (In Stereo) JL 
Newshour With Jim Lehrer X 
Providence "Two lo Tango (R) 
(in Stereo) X 
Editon McLaughlin 
Group 
SafnMdJIn       Friends (In 
Stereo) I Stereo) I 
M»|or League Baseball Toronlo 
KiOsSiytnr, 
Darndest 
Candid             Candid             Nash Bridge* "Fnsco Bkies" (R) 
Camera (RII   Camera ;R) I   (In SWOP)at  
Sabrina.lhe      On* Saturday 
Teenage WHcti Morning 
Waehlngton     [Wall Street 
Week Week 




Detelin* (In Stereo) I Geraldo Rivera Reports 
Women Behind Bars (In Stereo) 
Newel 
Montana Power Summer Symphony The regdm'l avgest summer symphony 
concert 
Liven/hood 'Honey. We Bought 
ihe Company" (In Stereo) 3t 
Movie: • ', 'Mcney i"ram"(1995. Suspense) Wesley Snsjes A 
tBataatcopaloatar brotwr plans a subway robbery fin Stereo) 3E 
Blue Jays at Dstrc-t Tigers Tiger Stadium. (Irve) 
Marrow Report Evaluating ihe 
pudlic education system I 
WaMng lor       CnerUeRoee 








(In SSreo) I 
Story ot 
Healing 
Star Trek. Deeo Spacer*. 
-flaw (In Stereo) I 
Ftlendaljn      IFraele 
Stereo)! 
CABLE    STATIONS 
AMC 
Movie: •«,i "Sawtrhe tiger(1973, Drama) Jack lemmon, Jack 
Girlord A Los Angeles garment manufacturer laces a mirjfe crisis. 
Movie: M*H "TheDesperawHoirrs"(1955)Hum 




exacts torturous revenge on las isitafeNul vrBa. 
Movie  Oeao- 
/taper-(19S4) 





Saturday Night Uve Cnarlos 
Barklay, Nkvana X 
Saturday Night Live Nancy 
Kerrigan X 
Saturday Night Live George      ISaturday Mght Uve Dean 
Foreman, Hole                           Sanders, Bon Jovi 
DISC Your New Houae(R) 
Full-Line |R) Wild Discovery "Cobras" (R] On the Insid* "Crash 
Detectives" (R) Kr» Discover Magazine ;Ri Storm Warning! -Stormy Seas"   On th* Wide "Crash (R)                                         |0*tactiv*s-(R) 
ESPN Sportscenlar UpClos. Special 
Aulo Racing N 
Fdcr.mond Intern 
SCAR Grand National - Adoata Platinum 250 
itronal Raceway. Va (Live) 
Brcem* Are Back Cleveland Browns return         ISportacerHer JL 
HBO (4 45)Movke:s>alt "Fa! Man and bale Boy~ (1989) •PG-13' I 
Inside the NFL (R) (In Slereo) X ■Mr**H ■W«-r?ur>gs-(l998| Two high, 
school vaens conspire againsl a lacuky member. 
Movie: "Srorm CarCnar- (1999. Action) Dcjih luridowi A falsely 
rJisoataM Did uncovar* a conspiracy. (In Slereo) V X 
Chrl* Rock (R) 
HIST Secret Sarvfce (R) (Part 4 of 4) 20th Century Crashes Without Cause The Case of Ihe 747" (R) 
Missing Princes of England (R) 
X aoTvOmphce n the murder of Robed Kennedy                                IX 
FS0 FOX Sporla 
La*tWord Foolball Wkly Slant (ft) Hardcore Football (R) POXSporte 
IwrVs Rewind 
Bluejacket* FOX Sport* New*                     FOX Sports News 
SCIFI 
Quantum Leap "Pirvale Dancer 
•Octcoer6. 1979" (In Stereo) I 
Potlaroelsl: The L*g*cy 
"For(ijMeNor(ln5lei«))I 
Faracapa "Through Ihe Looking 
Glass-Tin SweoTl 
BMars "Requrtm' (fl) (In 
Stereo) X 
First Wave Second Wave"        PoUeroelat: Tbe Legacy 
Aken invasion begins (In Slereo) |"Forget Me Not" (In Stereo) X 
TIC Home Again m pan's of 9] 
Horn* Again 
(R)(Pan lot8) 
You're So Vain (R) Paramedic* The Night Shrfl" 
1") 
Daring Captrs: Silver Touch* 
Sp-dermen 
Air Strike [A)                            Paramedics "The Nohl SMt" 
|W 
TNT Due SouBI' Spy vs Spy" (R) (In Stereo) X 
ER "A Hokj n Ihe Heart" (In 
Stereo) X 
llovie: ••• -Asm 3"(1992. Science FKIICO) Sigoumey Weaver. Charles S Dutton, 
Charles Dance. Rajley and an aken stowaway crash-land on a prison planet 
Movie ••• Benrurh me Planet of Ihe Apes" 
(1970. Scrartca Fclion) Jamas FrwicrarABt. 
USA Hercules: The Legendary Journey* "Mummy Dearest' X 
Xene: Warrior Prince** 
-Calkslo" (R| (In Stereo) I 
•eater, T*>ae Ranger "Smal 
Bktssngs" (In Stereo) X 
Uovte:*** TnoWna Ami andm Temfile 0/Doom (1984 Adventiire) Harrison 
Ford Indy squares oil against btoodlhirsty Indian cuHists. (In Stereo) X 
Movie: "Road 
House"(1989) 
VHt Hard Rock Uv*-Sneryi Crow" (fi| (In Sleteo) 
Movie •• "L/gnior'C.v-(19o7. 
and sisler play rock w rt* on ihe 
irama) Michael J. Fo« A mother 
at band circu* (In Slereo) 
Behind the Music Belie MdteT 
A pfQ..w 0* vocai'St Betta M»Jer 
■afar* They 
Ware Stars 




Rock t Roll 
Jeopardy 
••••••*••*** 
^ INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL ^ 
^ FIND OUT WHAT IT        * 
*  TAKES TO BE A LEADER. * 
Fraternity Recruitment 
Sept. 13 - 16 
7:30 - 9:30 PM 
^ • Since 1900, 70% of all US Presidents have 
• been Fraternity men. 
• In 4 years time, Greeks donate $40 million to 
^. charities, and 2 million hours of 
• 
community service. 











Indonesian militia target nuns, priests 
DILI, Indonesia (AP) — The Roman Catholic Church accused 
pro-Indonesian militiamen of targeting nuns and priests in pre- 
dominantly Catholic East Timor, where voters have overwhelm- 
ingly chosen independence from mostly Muslim Indonesia. 
"The world is talking and we're dying," nun Esmeralda de 
Araujo was quoted as saying by the Vatican's newspaper 
L'Osservatore Romano. "It's hell here and I'd like to cry out to 
everybody to save us. But no one seems to want to hear." 
More than 200,000 East Timorese have been forced to leave 
their homeland, U.N. officials said. More than 50,000 were 
shipped to militia-run camps in West Timor, where refugees told 
of massacres and arson attacks by anti-independence militias 
either backed or led by Indonesian army units. 
International outrage grew Thursday, with the Pentagon sus- 
pending official relations with the Indonesian military, and for- 
eign ministers at an Asia-Pacific summit demanding that 
Indonesian leaders stop the rampaging militias. 
Quake death toll rises as rescue continues 
ATHENS, Greece (AP) — Greek and Turk rescuers found 
themselves working side-by-side Wednesday for the second time 
in less than a month despite the historical animosity between 
the two nations. The death toll from Tuesday's earthquake in 
Athens rose above 60. 
A 20-member Turkish team was the first foreign unit to reach 
the city's most battered areas. As hundreds of people looked on, 
they joined Greeks slowly chipping through concrete at a col- 
lapsed cleaning products factory in search of 30 workers trapped 
underneath. 
"It is good. This is the second time we meet the Greeks ... Now 
it is our turn," said Iskcnder Eigeir, part of the Turkish team of 
rescuers and doctors. 
Turks had praised Greece for the quick and extensive help fol- 
lowing the giant quake in Turkey on Aug. 17 that claimed more 
than 15,000 lives. Their teamwork caused political leaders on 
both sides of the Aegean Sea to reassess their political positions. 
The two nations have nearly gone to war three times in the past 
25 years over territorial disputes. 
Eye on the Nation 
Turkey Time 
i r 
* JDr t 
Associated Press Photo 
Turkeys at Blake's Turkey Farm in Concord, N.H. walk under 
dark skies. The four-and-one-half-month birds are destined for 
Thanksgiving dinner tables. 
Hit man agrees to testify for plea bargain 
BOSTON (AP) — A hit man who admitted killing 20 people 
has agreed to testify against fellow gangsters in return for a 
promise to get out of prison in as little as eight years, sources 
said today. 
John Martorano, 58, will plead guilty to federal racketeering 
charges and testify against former Winter Hill gang cohorts 
James J. "Whitey" Bulger and Stephen The Rifleman" Flemmi, 
both of whom worked for years as FBI informants, sources close 
to the case told The Associated Press. 
Bulger, Flemmi and Martorano are defendants in a 1995 fed- 
eral racketeering case that has been challenged by defense 
lawyers who say it should be thrown out because the FBI gave 
Flemmi and Bulger free rein to commit crimes short of murder. 
Plan calls to install neutral Ireland police 
BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) — Northern Ireland's over- 
whelmingly Protestant police force should discard its British 
symbols, accept a new, neutral name and recruit Catholics as 
heavily as it does Protestants, a commission recommended 
Thursday. 
The commission's long-awaited report is a blueprint for trans- 
forming the Royal Ulster Constabulary, or RUC. 
The terrorism-hardened police force, which is only 8 percent 
Catholic in a 40 percent Catholic community, has long been a 
focus of Catholic-Protestant antagonism. Police patrol hardline 
Catholic areas in armored cars, and Catholic leaders have urged 
locals to rely on the Irish Republican Army's vigilante justice for 
criminal suspects instead of dealing with the RUC. 
In its recommendations for the RUC, the commission said it 
should be neutrally renamed the Northern Ireland Police Ser- 
vice. 
Commission chairman Chris Patten, the former governor of 
Hong Kong, said it should embrace "a human rights culture." 
Explosion in Moscow apartment building kills 32 
By JUDITH INGRAM 
Associated Press Writer 
MOSCOW — Moscow's 
mayor blamed Islamic mili- 
tants Thursday for an early- 
morning explosion that ripped 
through a nine-story apartment 
building. 
However, with other Russian 
officials contradicting Mayor 
Yuri Luzhkov's statement, the 
cause of the explosion remained 
unclear Thursday night, almost 
24 hours after the blast. 
The explosion on the capi- 
tal's southeastern edge killed at 
least 32 people, including three 
children, injured 249 and was 
believed to have left dozens 
more buried in the debris. 
Luzhkov called it "a powerful 
terrorist act," and said military 
explosives were used. But he 
offered no concrete evidence of 
a terrorist link. 
"The intentions of the ban- 
dits to take revenge for their 
defeat in Dagestan were behind 
the blast," Luzhkov said, refer- 
ring to Islamic rebels who have 
been battling Russian forces in 
the southern republic of Dages- 
tan. 
Prime Minister Vladimir 
Putin and other officials said 
early Thursday that the blast 
apparently was caused by a 
natural gas leak — which could 
bring Luzhkov under fire for 
negligence in maintaining the 
city's buildings. Still others 
suggested that fireworks or 
explosives stored in the build- 
ing went off accidentally. 
But as the investigation 
deepened, many said they 
believed a bomb ripped apart 
the apartment building near 
the Moscow River. 
"The nature of the damage 
and the number of casualties 
suggests an explosive device 
was placed in the building," 
said the Federal Security Ser- 
vice, the country's main intelli- 
gence agency. 
An   anonymous  caller  told 
the Interfax news agency 
Thursday that the explosion 
and a Saturday night bomb 
blast in Dagestan were in 
response to the fighting there. 
Earlier this week, the 
Moscow correspondent of 
Deutsche Welle, Germany's 
international broadcasting ser- 
vice, received a call from a man 
warning there would be three 
explosions in Moscow. 
The claims' authenticity 
could  not  be  confirmed.   The 
Federal Security Service said it 
had not received any claims of 
responsibility. 
About 50 residents of the 
building remained unaccounted 
for Thursday evening. Emer- 
gency Situations Minister Sergei 
Shoigu said. 
The explosion early Thurs- 
day also severely damaged an 
apartment building across (he 
street, killing three residents, 
he said. 
"I 
ATTENTION LATINO FACULTY AND STAFF... 
Latino Networking Committee 
is pleased to invite you to our 
gienvenidosl Welcoming" 
Reception 
COME AND MEET 
LATINO FACULTY AND STAFF 
AND LATINO STUDENT UNION MEMBERS 
ENIOY HOMEMADE MEXICAN FOOD, 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER        MUSICA Y MAS! 
15, 1999 
ICE ARENA LOUNGE 
5:00 PM   - 7:00 PM flJJl 
Transmission Service 
Foreign & Domestic 
Transmission • Tires 
All Mechanical Work • Bearings 
• Brakes • All Farm Equip 
• Diesel and Gas Motors 
- Low Shop Rates - 
-24 HOUR TOWING ■ 
■ Free Towing with Student ID - 
(with qualified repair) 
B&B Truck & Auto 
Repair & Welding 
13040 Bishop Rd„ Bowling Green, OH « 353-2526 
ZAE IAE ZAE ZAE   IAE IAE IAE IAE 
ATTENTION FRESHMAN MEN: 
Were you a leader in high school? 
Were you an athlete in high school? 
Do you enjoy an active social life? 
If your answer is yes to any of these questions 
RUSH EAE 
We're looking for a few true gentlemen 
Septmeber 13-16 7:30-9:30 
at tent by Conklin 
IAE ZAE ZAE ZAE ZAE ZAE ZAE ZAE 
HELP    WANTED 
Dining    Services 
NOW  H I R I N 
FOR 
FALL  1999 
Dining Services relies upon student help in the restaurants, dining centers, 
convenience stores, snack bars and the Student Union Job opportunities 
are flexible. Available positions include general food service worker, 
cashier, office worker, cook, student manager, student personnel coordina- 
tor, computer specialist, courier and clerical. Wages are competitive and 
a variety of incentives are provided 
Begining Fall Semester 1999, the starting wage for Dining 
Services BGSU student employees is $5.70 per hour.   $5 
Meal Bonus  Dollars are awarded if you work 13 hours a 
week and $10 Meal Bonus Dollars are awarded if you work 
20 hours a week. 
Wo* at the Union Pizza Outlet 
or Commons Bakery between 
the hours of 1 -4am and receive 
50 cents more per hour! 
l-4am workshift beginning 
bate pay is $6.20 per hour 
Apply in person a) the University 
Pizza Outlet and/or Commons 
Bakery, Ask for the managers. S~GS D 
Freshman only scheduled to work 8 
hours per week 
•  at 8hrs./wk=$ 182 40 a month 
• Let us mentor you! 
• Training for all employees 
• Set Schedule for entire Semester 
Commom Dining Canter 372-2563* Kreucher Sundial Food Court 372-2825 
McDonald Dining Center 372-2771 • Student Union 372-7947 
 The Galley 372-2766 • Founder! Keepea Food Court 372-2781 
Internet access for... 
$11.95 
per month! 
That's right. You can get on-line through Wood 
County's preferred Internet provider for less than 
the price for BGNqt'S remote access I 
And your DACOR connection does not 
contain a monthly usage restriction. 
Available to all BGSU students, faculty and staff 
Call DACOR today for details ! 
DACOR C OMPUTER PYSTEMS 
Serving the world from Bowling Green since 1975. 
519 W Wooster St.. Bowling Green 
419.352.3568  www.dacor.net 
Student Union 
Proul Cafeteria 
DINING SERVICES I999-2000 
NORMAL OPERATING HOURS 
The Nest 
Grill Monday - Friday 
10:30am- 2pm 
Bowl -n- Greenery    Monday - Thursday 
11:30am - 6pm 
I - 6pm dcbii access 
Friday 
11:30am - 3pm 
I - 3pm debit accexs 
The Pheasant Room Monday - Friday        Coffee Shop 
II :30am - 1:30pm 
Monday - Thursday 
4:30   7pm 
Plata Shop Monday - Thursday   Cafeteria Line 
Ham- Sam 
Friday 
I lam • lam 
Saturday 
4pm - 1 am 
Sunday 
4pm - 3am 
Monday - Thursday 
11 am - 11pm 
Friday 
11 am • 6pm 
Saturday 
10am - 6pm 
Sunday 
10am - I Ipm 
Monday - Thursday 
7am - 6pm 
Friday 
7am - 3pm 
Monday - Friday 
Breakfast 7 30 • 10:30am 
Lunch  Ham-1:30pm 
Monday - Thursday 
Dinner     4:30 - 7pm 
McDonald Dining Center 
Krrisc her Dining Center 
Sundial Food Monday - Friday 
Court 7 30am - 7pm 
Saturday - Sunday 
10am - 7pm 
Shadows Snack Bar Sunday - Thursday 
Silver River Cafe' 
7pin-Midnight 
Monday - Friday 




founders Dining Center 
Keepers Food Monday - Friday 
Court 7 30am - 7pm 
Saturday • Sunday 
lii.un - 7 pm 
keeper Snack Bar   Sunday ■ Thruaday 
7pm ■ Midnight 





I tarsi .man 
Galley 
Monday - Friday 
Breakfast   7:3O-ll:O0om 
Lunch        I lam-2pm 
Dinner      4:30 - 6:30pm 
Saturday - Sunday 
Brunch      I Oam - 2pm 
Dinner       4:30 - 6:30pm 
Sunday - Thursday 
2pm■IIpm 
Friday - Saturday 
closed 
Moouay - Friday 
4.30 - 6:30pm 
Monday - Friday 





Monday - Friday 
Breakfast 7:30-Ham 
Lunch llam-2pn 
Limited Service  2 - 4 10pm 
Dinner 4:30-6:30pm 
Monday    Friday 
8am - Midnight 
Seturt't.y - Sunday 
Noon - Midnight 
Saturday - S nday 
Noon - Midnight 
Monday - Thursday 
7:30am - 2pm 
4:30pm ■ Midnight 
Friday 




• Hours Subject to Change 
. Ij 
Friday, September 10, 1999 The BG News page 5 
HEALTH  
Continued from page one. 
on a variety of factors including 
the cost of performing the ser- 
vice, customary prices and 
what insurance plans will cover 
for the service, Kaplan said. 
According to Kaplan, most 
prices for health care services 
are determined by a relative 
values scale used by insurance 
companies. Relative values 
scales don't actually name a 
price in dollars, but instead use 
units to represent how much 
one service would cost relative 
to another. 
"We try to be relatively low 
priced, but we have to balance 
the budget,'' Kaplan said. 
This year, the Health Center 
is  operating on  $2.83  million 
budget, with about $1.98 mil- 
lion of that money going toward 
payroll, pension and health 
insurance plans, Kaplan said. 
Operating with five physi- 
cians, seven nurse practitioners 
and five RN's the Health Cen- 
ter is able to see an average of 
190 students per day. That 
amounts to about 31,000 visits 
to the Health Center annually 
Kaplan said. 
"Most of the patients we see 
are treated for upper respirato- 
ry infections, ear infections a^id 
sinus infections, but we do have 
a few patients who need treated 
for more serious problems like 
asthma, diabetes and heart 
conditions," Kaplan said. 
SUMMER  
Continued from page one. 
who the French president was 
and I did not even know." 
Maglosky thinks that anyone 
who has the opportunity to do 
something like this should not 
pass it up. 
"I loved the trip, and I would 
do it again in a heartbeat," he 
said. 
Cindy Phelps, director of the 
study abroad program in Spain 
agreed with Maglosky and said 
that  going overseas  changes 
people. 
"Students leave the country 
FESTIVAL 
and realize that they are a lot 
stronger  than  they  thought," 
Phelps   said.   "Students   come 
back totally changed." 
Phelps thinks that studying 
abroad is a wonderful opportu- 
nity and almost everyone in 
every major has the opportuni- 
ty. 
"My program has people 
from all different majors," she 
said. "We send people to Spain 
in the summer without ovi i 
knowing anv Spanish " 
Continued from page one. 
year 9.r> percent of the music is 
different from the years before. 
"We try to make it unique," 
he said. 
The choice to include Friday 
night came partly to extend the 
festival's attraction to the 
crowds. The first year, torren- 
tial rains discouraged many 
people from coming out, which 
meant the festival suffered a 
1 ii in. i.il loss 
"When we first started, no 
one knew what to expect," 
Kalmar said. "We flew by the 
seat of our pants." 
After seven years of success, 
though, the Arts festival has 
turned into a yearly anticipated 
event. 
"It's a big block party for 
local people," Craft said. "It's 
great."   
There's Always Something 
New in classifieds! 
See abilities, 
think possibilities 
In death penalty cases, Bush looks at guilt, the courts 
By MICHAEL HOLMES 
Associated Press Writer 
AUSTIN, Texas — Gov. 
George W. Bush spared the life of 
a man who once confessed to 600 
murders. He denied a reprieve 
for a repentant, bom-again 
Christian woman. 
While the cases may seem like 
a contradiction. Bush's decisions 
on one-eyed drifter Henry Lee 
Lucas and pickax killer Karla 
Faye Tucker illustrate the Repub- 
lican presidential front-runner's 
views on the death penalty, 
which he supports. 
"I took an oath of office to 
uphold the laws of our state, 
including the death penalty," 
Bush says. "My responsibility is 
to ensure our laws are enforced 
fairly and evenly without prefer- 
ence or special treatment." 
Since 1982, when Texas 
resumed carrying out the death 
penalty,    185    men    and    one 
woman have been executed in 
the state. Last week's execution 
of Raymond James Jones was the 
100th since Bush became gover- 
nor. 
Bush was spared making a 
decision in the case of Larry 
Keith Robison, who was sched- 
uled to be executed last month 
for a rampage in which five peo- 
ple were slain near Fort Worth 17 
years ago. 
Only hours before Robison 
was to receive a lethal injection, 
the Texas Court of Criminal 
Appeals sent the case back to the 
trial court for a review of his 
mental competence. 
Still, Bush drew criticism. 
"As he seeks the U.S. presi- 
dency under the ruse of 'compas- 
sionate conservatism,' Bush 
must not just talk the talk, he 
must also walk the walk and 
show compassion," civil rights 
advocate Jesse Jackson said. 
Political analysts suggest the 
issue isn't a major factor in pres- 
idential races. 
"It doesn't seem to have been 
a pivotal issue in very many state 
or local races, let alone a national 
race," said Bruce Buchanan, 
political scientist at the Universi- 
ty of Texas. 
Drake University political sci- 
entist Dennis Goldford said a 
presidential candidate's stand on 
the death penalty is viewed as 
symbolic of whether the candi- 
date is considered tough on 
crime. 
"Whether it helps or hurts a 
candidate has to do with 
whether it's something a single- 
issue voter is going to seize on — 
will they vote solely on that 
basis? And the bulk of the crimi- 
nal justice is in state hands; the 
federal government has very few 
death penalty cases," Goldford 
said. 
As each execution approach- 
es, Bush says he asks two ques- 
tions: "Is there any question 
about the guilt of the individual? 
Have the courts had adequate 
opportunity to review all the 
legal issues involved?" 
If there's no doubt about guilt 
and il the courts have spoken. 
Bush says, an execution must 
proceed. 
Thus, Lucas lived. And Ms. 
Tucker became the first woman 
put to death in Texas since the 
Civil War. 
Neither case was simple. 
Ms. Tucker, 38, was on death 
row lor the grisly killings oi two 
people in 1981. In a tape record- 
ing played in court, she bragged 
to friends that she got sexual 
thrills out of the alt.u lc 
Bui she said she'd become a 
Christian in prison ,\nJ was reha- 
bilitated. Her cause was champi- 
oned by an international cast of 
supporters. 
The Texas  Hoard  ol   Pardons 
Bradley touches Democratic themes in race 
By SANDRA SOBIERAJ 
Associated Press Writer 
CRYSTAL CITY, Mo. — Tra- 
ditional Democratic sympa- 
thies for the poor and disadvan- 
taged lie at the heart of Bill 
Bradley's campaign as he tries 
to articulate for Democrats a 
compelling reason to choose 
him over Vice President Al 
Gore. 
Today, Bradley carries his 
call for a "deeper prosperity" 
than that achieved under Gore 
and President Clinton from his 
sleepy home town to a black 
fraternity in St. Louis, through 
the Mississippi River home of 
Mark Twain and through to 
Iowa, where winter nominating 
caucuses will launch the 2000 
presidential contest. 
"In so many ways, we have 
failed to use our prosperity to 
improve the well-being of all 
our citizens," Bradley said 
Wednesday as he launched an 
intensified fall campaign for 
the presidential nomination. 
"What we need in America is 
a deeper prosperity. Deeper not 
only in the sense that it touch- 
es people who have been left 
out — that it saves family 
farms caught in the whirlwind 
of change, that it brings hot 
breakfasts to children who go to 
school without them, that it 
brings security to worried 
seniors — but deeper in the 
sense that we have a prosperity 
... that makes us feel rich inside 
and out," Bradley said. 
He    promised    a    Bradley 
White House that would pursue 
big, essential goals, with strict 
gun control, campaign finance 
reform, universal health insur- 
ance and the eradication of 
child poverty topping his list. 
In an interview taped earlier 
and broadcast this morning, 
Bradley signaled out gun con- 
trol and the differences he sees 
between Gore and himself. 
Of the vice president, 
Bradley told NBC's "Today" 
show, "I think we'd be very dif- 
ferent presidents. ... I had a life 
before I got into politics and 
after I left the Senate. I think 
the vice president has had a life 
based mostly in Washington." 
He also said he is a stronger 
advocate of gun control than is 
Gore. "We're at a time where we 
need registration of all hand- 
guns in America ... and he has 
not supported that," Bradley 
said. "Registration is the key. ... 
If we can do it for automobiles 
we can do it for handguns." 
A dramatic upheaval, such 
as that needed to topple Gore 
as the establishment Democ- 
rats' favorite for their party's 
presidential nomination, 
seemed to be on Bradley's mind 
Wednesday as he led a gaggle of 
reporters on a sunset tour of his 
boyhood haunts. 
At a field of weeds and grass 
bearing no trace of the Pitts- 
burgh Plate Glass factory that 
once gave this small town an 
audible hum, Bradley said he 
was reminded of "how life has 
unknown terms and how 
change is all around us." 
The former New Jersey sena- 
tor and pro-basketball star is 
focusing this post-Labor-Day 
stretch on introducing himself 
and his personal, ethos to a 
broader audience than he has 
yet reached in some seven 
months of low-profile cam- 
paigning. 
It was on that low profile 
that aides blamed a new Wash- 
ington Post-ABC poll putting 
Bradley far behind Gore, 29 
percent to 64 percent among 
those who lean toward voting 
Democratic. 
Bradley "is not well known 
and he is not going to be very 
well known until later in this 
process — January or Febru- 
ary, at least," said Anita Dunn, 
a senior adviser. 
With an eye on coming cam- 
paign commercials, a film crew 
documented Bradley's every 
step, every embrace of old 
friends on this trip. 
At the Crystal City Little 
League fields in what was 
known in the early 1960s as the 
black side of town, Bradley 
recalled a championship game 
in Iowa. Safe and holding on 
first base, Bradley had lifted 
his foot off the bag to pull up his 
socks. The first baseman 
touched the ball to Bradley's leg 
and he was called out. 
"It was the ol'hidden-ball-in- 
the-glovc routine," Bradley 
chuckled. "Ever since that time 
I've dreamed of going back to 
Iowa and winning one." 
FBI agent's sex harassment suit reinstated 
By BOB EGELKO 
Associated Press Writer 
SAN FRANCISCO — A fed- 
eral appeals court reinstated a 
sex harassment suit filed by an 
FBI agent who said she was 
subjected to taunts, sexual 
comments and unfair treat- 
ment during much of her 20- 
year career. 
Kathleen M. Anderson's suit 
had been dismissed by U.S. 
District Judge Vaughn Walker, 
who refused to consider most of 
her claims dating to 1986 
because she failed to complain 
to a government equal-employ- 
ment counselor within 45 days. 
He said the rest of her evidence 
was not enough to show harass- 
ment or unequal treatment. 
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals said Wednesday that a 
1994 complaint by the agent 
was enough to put the FBI on 
notice of many years of "contin- 
uing violations." 
"Anderson's allegations show 
a longstanding, unabated pat- 
tern of unwanted, sexually ori- 
ented teasing, harassment and 
ridicule that not only was con- 
doned by her supervisors, but 
in which they personally took 
part," said Judge Barry Silver- 
man in the 3-0 ruling. 
He said Anderson, who left 
the FBI's San Jose office sever- 
al months ago, was entitled to a 
trial on her claims of harass-, 
ment, discriminatory treatment 
and retaliation. 
"She was a very motivated, 
very capable agent whose 
efforts to advance her career 
were thwarted by a very deeply 
entrenched resistance towards 
women in the FBI," said her 
lawyer, John G. Heller. 
George Grotz, FBI 
spokesman  in  San  Francisco, 
declined to comment. 
Anderson was hired in 1979, 
one of about 200 female agents 
in a force of 7,200 nationwide. 
Heller said. She soon was 
assigned to San Jose, where she 
initially received commenda-, 
tions. 
According to her 1997 law- 
suit, her supervisor, William 
Smith, between 1986 and 1990 
called her "gorgeous," "the good 
little girl" and "the office sex 
goddess," and whistled at her. 
In 1987, an easel with a 
drawing of a pair of breasts and 
the words "Operation Cupcake" 
was left in a room where she 
was to conduct a briefing. She 
complained to Smith, who said 
in front of the group, "This is 
your training bra session." 
\ 
and Paroles unanimously reject- 
ed her request for clemency. 
Without such a recommendation. 
Bush was left only with the 
power to grant a one-time, 30- 
day reprieve, which he denied. 
"I have concluded judgments 
about the heart and soul of an 
individual on death row are best 
left to a higher authority," Bush 
said. 
Lucas' case was another story. 
One of his 600 murder confes- 
sions nationwide — all later 
recanted — helped land him on 
Texas' death row. It came in the 
1979 slaying of an unidentified 
woman, referred to as "Orange 
Socks" for the only clothing on 
her body when found in a road- 
side ditch. 
A prosecutor in the case, Ken 
Anderson, said jurors carefully 
weighed the evidence. He noted 
that 23 judges had reviewed the 
case and let their verdict stand. 
But   news   reports   and   an 
investigation by a former Texas 
attorney general pointed to work 
records and a cashed paycheck to 
indicate that Lucas might have 
been in Florida when the woman 
was killed. 
The parole board voted to rec- 
ommend clemency. Bush com- 
muted Lucas' sentence to life in 
prison. 
He said it was the first case 
that he had reviewed as gover- 
nor in which there was some 
doubt about the individual's 
guilt. 
Dudley Sharp, of the Hous- 
ton-based victims' rights group 
Justice for All, said Bush's stan- 
dards for such decisions "are 
probably the best ones he can 
use." 
He said that both the Tucker 
and Lucas cases were "excep- 
tional." 
"But he considered them just 
like he does all of the others," 
Sharp said. 
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By JEFF ARNETT 
The BG News 
A possible reduction of 
zebra mussel population in 
the near future could have a 
strong impact on the water 
clarity, fishing and overall 
ecosystem of Lake Erie, 
according to Jeffrey Miner, a 
University professor and 
fisheries biologist, and Rex 
Lowe, a professor and algae- 
studying biologist. 
The two researchers are 
studying the effects of round 
gobies eating zebra mussels 
on the lake's ecosystem. 
Zebra mussels reduce levels 
of algae and various nutri- 
ents in the lake, contribut- 
ing to higher water clarity 
and possibly reducing the 
available nutrition for other 
species in the lake. If round 
gobies devour large numbers 
of zebra mussels, the lake's 
food web could be strongly 
altered. 
Hound gobies and zebra 
mussels are both invasive 
species accidentally brought 
over from the Caspian and 
Black Seas,  probably in a 
ship's ballast water. 
Zebra mussels, which 
were brought sometime in 
the mid-1980s according to 
Miner, had no natural ene- 
mies and spread throughout 
tbe Great Lakes within sev- 
eral years of their introduc- 
tion. 
Round gobies, which are 
zebra mussels' natural 
predator, were introduced in 
the early 1990s and have 
since spread to all of the 
Great Lakes. There are now 
as many as one billion in 
Lake Erie alone, by one esti- 
mate. 
In 1997 and 1998, Miner 
and his graduate students 
conducted experiments to 
determine the rate at which 
gobies devour zebra mussels. 
From the experiment. Miner 
found that, in enclosures 
with high densities of round 
gobies and small zebra mus- 
sels, two-thirds of the zebra 
mussels were consumed in a 
month. 
Miner was quick to note, 
however, that gobies may 
not reduce the number of 
zebra mussels in Lake Erie 
as a whole, due to a variety 
of complicating factors. 
For example, gobies may 
be good at consuming small 
zebra mussels, but they do 
not pose a threat to larger 
mussels, which would con- 
tinue to reproduce, possibly 
even at higher rates. Still, 
early data suggests that 
round gobies may indeed be 
able to reduce the zebra 
mussel population. 
"We're finding, in prelimi- 
nary data that tnere are rel- 
atively low numbers of zebra 
mussels and quagga mussels 
[an invasive species of the 
same origin] in some areas," 
Miner said. 
The current experiment 
being carried out by Miner, 
Lowe and their graduate 
students, Mike Bombich and 
Amy Kireta, aims to observe 
the possible effect of the 
mussel-eating gobies on 
Lake Erie's ecosystem. 
The researchers will be 
collecting data through Sep- 
tember from 12 large struc- 
tures in the lake, four with 
no gobies, four with low den- 
sities of gobies, and four 
with high densities of gobies, 
according to Lowe. Lowe also 
said the team will analyze 
the data and hopes to have 
results sometime in the win- 
ter. 
"We're essentially looking 
at the capacity of round gob- 
ies to restore Lake Erie to 
the state it was in when 
zebra mussels arrived," 
Lowe said. 
Though their topic of 
research may have impor- 
tant ramifications for the 
lake's fishing and water 
quality, the pair would not 
say whether the changes 
would be good or bad for the 
lake. 
"It's not necessarily good 
or bad," Miner said. "It just 
means it's different. We're 
interested in how the com- 
munity of species is chang- 
ing, not whether it's good or 
bad." 
Both scientists said a 
more important issue is the 
spread  of exotic  species  to 
PHOTO PROVIDED 
Marine life in Lake Erie may be affected by the decline in zebra 
mussels, according to two University professors. 
new territories. Lowe noted    habitat. 
that, while the invading 
gobie may be balancing the 
formerly unregulated zebra 
mussel, it is also driving 
native sculpins out of their 
"I don't like to see world- 
wide spread of exotic 
species," Lowe said. "You 
don't know what their 
impact will be, but often it's 
trouble- they can knock a 
food web out of balance." 
College Democrats aim to inform campus 
BG New* Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE 
Doug Lefelhocz checks out the College Democrats' information 
table as Sarah Tomashefski, member of the Bowling Green City 
Councij,encourages students to vote. 
By KATIE WOODS 
The BG News 
Bringing the local issues to 
the students of Bowling Green 
is the goal this year for the Col- 
lege Democrats. 
The College Democrats will 
be holding an open house to 
introduce the Democratic can- 
didates running for mayor, At- 
Large council and all four ward 
council positions. 
The open house is today from 
5 p.m. until 7:30 p.m. at the 
Bowling Green Democratic 
Campaign Headquarters on 
116 S. Main St. 
The main candidate they are 
trying to introduce to the stu- 
dents is their candidate for 
First Ward Council Seat, Sarah 
Tomashefski. 
Tomashefski now holds this 
position after being appointed 
to fulfill the duties of Republi- 
can Julie Meyer. Tomashefski 
had already applied for candi- 
dacy when Meyer resigned. She 
was unanimously endorsed for 
the position by the Bowling 
Green Democrats. 
The College Democrats have 
been registering people to vote 
for years, but they realize that 
the key is getting people to 
vote, said Bob Casar, a senior 
political science major. 
"People say that they don't 
vote because they don't know 
the  candidates,"  Tomashefski 
said. "We are giving them a 
chance to meet the candidate 
through things like the open 
house." 
The College Democrats also 
plan on visiting and speaking 
in political science classes and 
residence halls. 
Casar thinks the important 
thing is that students vote, no 
matter what party they vote 
for. 
"What you have to look at is 
proven leadership, dedicated 
leadership and a commitment 
to both the city and the stu- 
dents," Casar said. 
Once elected Tomashefski 
doesn't think party lines mat- 
ter. 
"On City Council there isn't 
a Democratic way to do things 
or a Republican way to do 
things. There is one way to do 
things and that is what is best 
for the community." 
Tomashefski also wants stu- 
dents to know that if they are 
registered anywhere in the 
state of Ohio they can go to the 
Board of Election on Main 
Street and register to vote in 
Wood County up to 30 days 
before the election. 
Tomashefski thinks that stu- 
dents should be interested in 
the College Democrats because 
they are in favor of higher edu- 
cation and funding for higher 
education for all people. 
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© Travels In Europe Travels In Europe Lawrence Welk Show! Bekeve « Music" (R) Great Australian Train              [Antiques Roadshow Journeys                                  'Ptuadek/va Pennsylvania" X Keeping Up Appearances Keeping Up Appearances Evening at Pops "Mary Chapm Caipenfer/Michael Moschen''(R) 
© Hetcule:: The Legendary Journeys Hercules is fad/ig last Seinleld   l'e Cale" I Frlendalln Slereo) X Cope Metltpo sT" Cops Pa n      [America's Moal Wanted: Beach" (R)X   |Amerlca Flghta Back X X-Files-Patent :" (In Stereo) (Pan 1 ol 2) I Mad TV (R) (in Slereo) X 
© (5 00) Maior League Baseball Toronlo B.ue Jays at Di'iroit T.gers Tiger Slaium. (bve) Movie: fscapefrcvn Mars" (1999. Science Fiction) Chnslne Ekse. Kavan Smah Astronauts embark on a perilous mission to Mars News H          IHome [improvement New York Undercover "Downtown Girt" (In Slereo) 3 
CABLE   STATIONS 
AMC Movie: eee'i "SamsonandDehtah"(1949. Drama) Vctor Mature. Cecil B DeM.lle's account ol the strongman and his nemusis X 
Movie: .•• "UndofWPhanionj-(1955. Drama) Jack Hawkins 
A pharaoh builds the first ol the great Egyptian pyramrds 
Movie: •»'; ■TheG//iCan-rHe(plr"(1956.Comeo\)TomEwell A 
gangster's moH goes 10 a lalenl agent lo become a star 
COM Daily Sro*   P Daily Show (R) Man Show       IWIn Ben "Appearances" |Stetn'a Money 




Pulp Comics III 
IR) 
South Park (R) Bob and 





Dlnoaaur Artackl (R) Storm Warning!  Stormy Seas 
(R) 
Wild Discovery' Swamp 
Aligalc 
iceberg! (R) Justice Files Apprehending and 
understand*^ serial killers (B) 
r*ew Detectives "Case Studies 
m Forensic Science" (R) 
ESPN 
Sporlscenter NASCAR 2Day Auto Racing '. 
(live) I 
SCAR Winston Cup - Elide NAS ;AP Sektd Batteries 400. Richmond International Raceway. Va Sporlscenter .!•, 
HBO 
Movie- Mr! "Anaitasia"(l997.1 
Anaiwjiad. The longlosi Russian [ 
dveniure) Voices ol Meg Ryan, 
mcess heads lor Pans G' X 
Movie: **• "Antt"(l998. Advenlure) Animated   [Boxing Boxing Alter Dark Floyd Mayweatner vs. Canos tierena. (In btereo Lrve) JL 
A worker ant tails lor the queen's daughter  PG' X 
HIST 
Misting Princes ol England (R) Fireworks (R) X History's Lost 4 Found (R)       [Wrath of God: Disasters in 
(Part 3 of 3) X                               [America: Shipwiecks 
Century The Evolution ol Bevolution How Amerxan actions and 
pokoes have atteded the world. (R) 
FS0 FOX Sports News Rewind 
Hardcore 
Baeeball |R) 
College Football Iowa at Iowa Slate (Lrve| CoHege Football Washington Stale al Stanlord (Live) 
SCIFI 
15 00) Movie: -UryiZone 
Hod Sevang's tost Classics" 
Movie: •• -Trot*(18M. Horror) MKhael Monarty. Shelley Hack A 
strange being casls an evil sped on an apartment house (In Slereo) 
Movie:**'i 'legend (1995. Fantasy) Tom Cnjtse Mia Sara. Tim 
Curry A youlh battles Darkness lor the fate ol a mysle land 
Movie: ••'. "legend-(1985. 
Fantasy) Tom Cruise. Mia Sara 
TLC 
Blast OH - True Stories From the Final Frontier Tragedy and 
chaSengas ol space navel (R) 
Speed! Crash! Rescue! (R) Speedway Survival Very Best of Ihe World's Worsl 
Drivers Best ol Ihe worsl drivers. 
Spaed! Crash! Rescue! (R) 
TNT IS 36) Movie: ••• "Aeen 3" (1992) Sigoumey Weaver. Charles S Outton Rcley and an alien stowaway crash-land on a prison planet 
Movie: ..1 -MidnightHun"(196 
bounry hunter and an accused em 
Conttdy-Orama) Rooerl De Nirc Charles Grodei vaphelKotto A 
bezrler must duck Ihe mob 
Movie: **'i -T>agyief"(l9B7. 
Comedy) Dan Aykroyd 
USA (4 301 Movie: KncaMgMffl 
Movie: »••  Indianj Jones and me Temple cVOwm"(l984 Adventure) riamson 
Ford Indy squares ott agavist bioodllwsty Indian cutisls. (In Stereo) X 
Movie: •** "Splash"(1964. Comedy) Tom Hanks A dsenchanled 
businessman struggles 10 protect a mermaid (In Stereo) B 
Movie: ..« •■A)»eys"(l989. 
Fantasy) Richard Dreytuss X 
Mil Where Are They Now? (R) (in Stereo) 
Rock a Roll 
Jeopardy 
Bock t Boll     IWhere Are They Now? (B) (In 
Jeopardy          Slereo) 











FULL CLUB REPAIR 




STARTS: September 19th Sunday 5:30 -7:30 
ENDS: October 10th Sunday 5:30-7:30 
Cost: $75.00 
All Students Welcome, Clubs will be 
provided (Range balls not provided) 
New set of clubs $189.95 
Starter Set Special CSALEI 
CALL NOW! 352-5546 
K             Michael E. Pollick. Sr. 
Golf Professional 
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 12,1999 
I   12:00   I   12:30 1:00 TJ31T 2:00 2:30   I   3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30   I   5:00   I   5:30 








NFL Todiy X 
Paid Program  I Coach Gary 
Blacknty 
NFL Football Oakland Raxlers at Green Bay Packeis Lambeau Field (Live) X 
Movie: «•'. 'Chances 4'e"(i989. Comedy) Cyb-J Shepneid A 
reincamaled lawyer Bumbles rto his lormer wile's He. 
Movie: **'i "TrappediiPvato"(\M,Com^)HcQia&Cage (Showtime 
Overly fcmd lowrapeople prevenl bank robbers Irom escaping Four 
Firing Line: 
Taiwan 
Woodwnght's   American 
Shop.K Woodthop 
Echoe) of a Bitter Crossing: 
Lewis and Clark In Idaho 
This Old 
House S 
Home Cooking Jewish 
Cooking 
Announced 
Marrow Report Evaluating Ihe 
pubk educaiiun system jt 
Chrittlna 
Cooks! 
U.S. Open Tervnla Men s Fmal Fkjshng Meadows, N.T. {ihe) I 
Senior PGA Golf- Comfort Classic •• Final Round Inckanapolis (Live) X 
Road to Brookllne Ryder Cup 
preparations (In Slereo) K 
Market to 
Market ■ 
America Sews   Sewing-Nancy 
[Gymnastics U S Championsh.ps Male gymnasts battle (or a spoT 
on the U S national team (In Slereo) I 
McLaughlin     (Mclaughlin      Nova Night Creatures of the 
One on One      Group Kalahari" iR) (in Stereo] r 
Jack Kent   ooke Stadium (in Stereo Lrve) Fox NFL Sunday (in Stereo) X   NFL Football OaHas Cowboys at Washrgion Redskin 
X 
Movie: "fload ro Uandata/" (1994. Drama) John Waiers. Pal Movie *»']  Pa!i>cvian^Paradisa*(l969.Drama)Arrnand 
Aasante A woman is accused of murderng her m-Bionaire lather iMorita. A detective must solv ihe murdat ol a ome ford's family 
Lawrence WeikShow i Be eve Healthweek (In Body t Soul 
Mus<'(R)    Slereo) X (In Stereo) X 
NFL Football: Detroit Lions al Seattle Seahawks Kngdome. (In ~ 
Slereo Lrve) I  
Movie: ee'i The Naked Gun 2 }/2 Th* SmtBolFtsT(19©t) A 
pumbhng poica touenant engages m a chaotic manhunt 
i 
CABLE   STATIONS 
IMC 
Making ol a Night 10 
Bemember (R) 
COM 
Movie-*** ".Uc/Me"(!984.Comedy)Sleve Martin. LiryTomln   |Movie:»e "Sne'srneOie"(l996 Ccmedy) Jennifer A-iston A 












Movie: R*M 'A Nghtto fiememOe<"(l958. Drama) Kenneth 
More Trie Tilanic iragedy is viewed through a survivor's eyes 
Discovery 
News(R) 
Steel Rain (R)  IGuillollne Famous beneaoVvjs 
under ihe blade ol the guMtte 
11 00) NFL Coumdmiii SO Greatest 
Athletes 
(11-00) Movie: ••• "Hernlrs 
A4aiaudevs'(19e;. Adventure) 
Reel Reds IB) IBeeeban Mai 
(B) 
Alan Naejon "The Nighl ol 
Screams" (In Stereo) x 
Hardcore 
"   II (R) 
Home Savvy     Home Savvy 
IB) |fi) 
Movie: **'i "fveo/Desrructrcvi (1990. Science Ficton) Gregory 
Hines An agent must end a malunctiunmrj lobot s bloody rampage 
In the He* ol the Night 
"Obsession" (In Slereo) X 
111:00) Movie «• Win Man's 




-   e Stare 
Road to Indy 
Movie: *• "Memcv*S(yMe"(!988.Comedy-Drarna)Bia>Crysiai    Royal Families Movie*** 
A young surgeon travels 10 L A to teconcik! wffn his lalner of the World       "Hou0n~ 
On ihe Inside u S Navy 
SEALS" |R) 
Eouestrian Grand Prix ot 
Indianapolis 
On the Inside "Subrnanne- 
Disasteis - Deep Secrets" (R) 
[Movie: **'i leajlfac^s"(1986.ComrioV)rVoedRe<«ord.Daryl 
Hannah Two attorneys empsay unorthodox methods lo tree a clan; 
On Ihe Inside "ProfessronaT- 
Cheerleaders" IB) 
High Speed Chase (B) 
Auto Racing CART FedEx Cnampionsnxp Series - Grand Prix ot 
Monterey From Monlerey. Calil :Lrve: 
PGAGoll Canadian Open -• 
Fmal Round Oakvrie. Onl 
IMovie: «•', "Grumpy 00Men"(l993. Comedy; Jack lemmon      IBIueSlreak:     (Movie: "MixedS«raS"(1997. Drama) Three       [Movie: The 
o edy) obed e iro (In l 'eoi'PG-IJX      Feuding neighbors vie lor Ihe aHectionscr a nearby wdew PG-13'   FirslLoohX    high-scr-. g'jr^j:i-siacair<tsujiiie»C4»ls. NR Pick-Up Afflsr 
Roman War Machine (R) 
Tribe Time 
Roman War Machine (Pi Roman War Machine (Bl Roman War Machine . Ri 
Major League Bateeoall Cleveland Indans al Chugo White Sox Comiskcy Park (Lrve) 
Air Strike - 
Movie:** "Solo"(1996. Science Fiction) Mario Van Peebles An 
anctad soldier will avoxl reprogrammmg al all costs (In Slereo) 
Sea Wings   H 
n Ihe Heal ol Ihe Night Give Me Your Lile" (In Slereo) X 








Big Stuff: Air |R) Big Stuff: Sea (R) 
Century   The Evolution ol 
Revolution (R) 
Cleveland Browne Home 
Shopping (Lrve)  
FVal Wave Book ol Shadows 
A ojrl stands inal lor murder I 
Big Stuff: Land (B) 
Movie: ••• "U-OmghlRun"(198 . Comedy-Drama) Bcoert De Niro, Charles Grodin.|Movle: • •' > 
Yaphel Kono A bounry hunter and an accused empeif ler must duck aha moo        _   uiagnel t ri l  
itasy) R-rhard t Movie: * * * "ASvays (1989. Fan Dreytuss. Hotty Hunter, J 
Goodman A iiielghler's ghosl returns lo guvjc a rookie pilot (in Slereo) 
ohn 
I 
Before They     IBefore They     IBefore The/     [Sefore They     IBeforaThey 
WereSlara       Were-Slara       Were Rock      IWereSUra      [WereSlars 
Movie: ••• "Splash'(1984. 







tJgV    Anyone interested in cheering for the BGSU 
^(    Falcons during the 1999-2000 season is 
welcome to attend try-outs. All those who 
are interested must attend the initial meet- 
ing. Males and females needed. No expe- 
rience necessary. 
Where:  221 Eppler North 
When:  Sept. 12 from 6-8 pm 
Come Sunday ready to practice! 
m GSU 
SUNDAY 
 r6:0O «»:30   I   7:00   I   7.-30 IE M»gi'M»BtTMMriiTlM.Sf fltt'lM leTl. !■■ . MM 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
© [4 03) U.S. Open Tennia Men's Fnal Flust 
NewsX 
h™ Meadows. N.Y. X 
 [ABC World 




Umnnc* Welk Show 







CABLE    STATIONS 
Movie: "Saor.r>a Goes to Pome" (1998, Fanlasyi Meksss Joan 







Movie: »«** "GoodFellas (1990. Oranva) Robert Def* 
Ihooo'slanure n a mob cixne tamy (In Slereo) X 
i Hay Liotla. Joe resci An account 
Barbara Waltera (In Stereo) X Practice' kVected" (R) (In 
Slereo) X 
14.00) NFL Foot e* Detroit lions al Seattle 




lm pr o vem ant 
[HoST 
|lmprovement 
Star Trek: Voyager "The Faj7r 
|R) (In Sleieo) I  
Movie: ***^i "0rever>eerT'(l99S. Drama) (PA) Mel Giison. Soph*)^Marceau. Patrick McGoohan A SoaiMh raMnMshlt 
countrymen agemst EngtarvJ. (In Stereo) I 
Wild Islands (In Slereo) (Pan t 
Ol3)I 
World ol National Geographic 
In the Wild "Orangutans Wen 
Juka Roberts" (R) (In Stereo) ID 
In the Wild "Cvanrgufans Wati 
Juts Roperts" (R)|in Stereo) I 
Are4ffcsrnPlaYhc«M"AnAmencrinLoveSTory 
Karen Wilson relied en their 30-year merracial love X 
Primetlme Eimny As 
Sleri 
» Dogs d War'(In Stereo) IK ISHreo) X 
Los Angeles (In eo lrve) X 
SO Trek: Deep Sp« Nine 
American Playhouae An Amencan love Ston/' Bl Sens and 
Karen Wilson relied on then 30-year nterracial love I 
ds Ths Academy ol Television Arts & Sciences- Iji si annual oeremeny From 
Hours" X 
Roger Eben 4 
me Movies tr 
Penaacota: 
Wings ol Gold 
Myateryl "Okver's Travels- "Did 
vVeloriUeThairiRlI 
MvarMrvl -Oliver's TrayehV; "Did 
He Their (R) I 














k portrayal ot me world's greatest eacape ariiat    , 
UovU: I*. ■>Jcv,l^"(l4i4,1C<rneoV) Slave Ma K Ky TSK 
An heiress' soul lakes over hal ot a lawyer's body 
America-. Commandos (R)       [Alp Cord (A) 
S 00) POA OoH Canacaan 
jpen - Fnal Round. 
w* ..I, "ThePet- AdrsfimT) Moty FtngivaM, 
(SOD) Century: The Evolution 
of Revolution |B) 
Sportacenler 
Movie: ... 'Yjiyo' Ang.»"(i996. Romance) N<x>Us Cage. An 
angel becomes nvotVsd wiin an LA nesrt surgeon -PG-lTX 
English Premier League 
Soccer Arsenal vs Aslon Villa 
First Wave Cars are vanishing 
near mile marker 26? (In Stereo) 
Hurricane ForeslHi 
Nil Pnmellmi 
Movta: *** "The S*a Chase (lv55. Advanrure) Jolin Wayna A 
WWII fugitive sheo cames an odd cargo and assorted crew. 
Movie:.. "She'slheclr«4(lM.Klmedy)Jennee.Anislon A 
cabbie end hrs younger brother spar ovei 
bnmeAUrslia       
Dana Carvey: Crltlc'a Choice 
953 Western) Charllon Heslon 
route to the Pad 
South Park i B) 
PurcrVig Planef The world's mosler»tai»ophKwrjs»is«phrjrnoniena 
IRT 
NFL Football Pmsburgh Sieeksrsal Clevelend Browns Cleveland Browns Stadium (live) I 
FBiFllee"Abo,i.h.law,'(R| 
Sport 
Secrete of1 World Way! Etta 
unHs devswjped durevg ihe war. 
Boxing Sunday Night Fights Las Vegas (Live) 
First WsvsSmsH town resOenls 
Tales of the Oun "Women and 
Guns" ,R) 
ISeiartdlhs 
CWy (In Slereo) 
Sworn to Secrecy "Uki 
Ervgma" (R) 
ttokvoT" 
halkrcruilirig (R) (In Slereo) X 
HWdTheyOeTn^     " 
(5 45) Movta: ••» "DragneCIIBe?. Comedy) Dan Aykroyd, To 
rianks Joe Friday's nephew pursues a power-hungry evangeksl. 
n Hanks I 
_Jc«iT*ty    IMonThcy 
Were Stars      Were Stan 
e ry  
[VWVfSu WraraliWwvvF S nday Nght 
HealX 
Sefore They     IBefore They 
Were Slave       Ware-Stars 
First Wave A student cartoons 
noedtoM leels of slrenglh X 




First Wave "Cul-de-Sac" (RJ (In 
Slereo) X 
Unlverae 20O1_: Beyond Ihe 
Millennium "Sur: 
■terete: ee "Smprease' (I0CC Corn 
Rhames A Mujmi rr.other becomes 
e*nb: «•• ■8uWo*"(l»98. Comedy-Drama) Warren Beathr A 
r*aarnchanied u S senaiot turns ha carnoaqn upside down IT x 
History Undercover [UMary Blunders   Seodams 
Invasion of KuwasVDeserl One 
FOISoortsNews FOX Spons Newe 
Mystery Science Thealer 3000 First Wave "Hypnoic- (R) (ki 
Stereo) I 
universe !001: Beyond the 
Millennium "Crealsn" 
rsna . aeavni mc4n  oa  
GvsE Orsnge Volvo" (R) (In 
SlamolX lereo) I 
Belore They     IBefore Thai" 
WereSlars       Were Stare 
P^mclme-BWHa-aS'lB) 
In Slereo) (Part 1 d 2) X 
Before They     IBaforeThey 
Were Stara       Were Stars 
It Csme From Ouler Space (I 
ledy-Drama) Demi Moore Armand Assante. Vng (Movie:.. "Slr«ileaje"(l996)AMiami mother 
a simper K raise some Quick cash becomes a sinpper lo raise some Quick cash 
la Femme NraJta "Adrian's 
Garden" (In Slereo) (Part I ol 2) 
eaforeThay     leMora Thay 
WereSlarr        WeroStara 
La hrrmMUta "Tiwd Party 
R<»Jff"(R)(lnStereo)I 
Before They    IBefore They 
Were Rock       Were Rock 
ACTIVISTS NEEDED! 
Ohio is the top air polluter in 
the nation! Help reduce toxic 
pollution and get paid. 
S350/week 
Full and part - time 
benefits, internships 
2- 10pm IMF 
Call 866-4463 
'     I I , 
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^P Movie Reviews 1 star don't avan ram 2 Hart: wait for video 3 Mara: calch I h heatou 4 alara: drop the paper and BM it now! 
Movie fails to utilize star - studded cast 
By ANTHONY RECZNIK 
The BG News 
One would think that when the 
comedic talents of Eddie Murphy and 
Steve Martin (who also wrote the 
script) are combined, uncontrollable 
laughter would ensue. Add the direc- 
tion of the legendary Frank Oz and the 
film should be a pure hit. Well, in 
"Bowfinger" those assumptions fall 
short as the film's funniest moments 
are vast, and at times not even funny. 
Martin stars as Bowfinger, a scam- 
ming film producer who will resort to 
any means in order to have his movie 
made. He convinces a team of misfits, 
including Christine Baranski (from 
T.V.'s "Cybill"), that his latest script, 
entitled "Chubby Rain," is a goldmine. 
He adds to the illusion of millions by 
claiming that superstar Kit Ramsey, 
played by Murphy, is willing to con- 
tribute to the film. With that lie he 
only needs two more things, a leading 
actress and a crew. His prayers are 
answered when Daisy (from Ohio), 
played by the lovely Heather Gra- 
ham, happens to step off a bus and 
asks "Where do I go to be an 
actress?" Then, in one of the fun- 
nier scenes in the film, Bowfinger 
heads to the Mexican border to 
scare up a production crew. 
There are a few noteworthy 
efforts in "Bowfinger." Murphy puts 
forth a positive performance in his 
duel roles as brothers Kit and Jif 
Ramsey. Kit is one of the hottest 
action stars in Hollywood, and is 
obsessed with aliens and exposing 
himself in public. 
Jif, on the other hand is his 
dumb-witted, dorky brother who 
loves running errands of any kind, 
no matter how frivolous or feeble. 
Murphy's physical humor and 
demeanor make his characters the 
most interesting and the most appeal- 
ing. Another exceptional performance 
is put forth by Jamie Kennedy 
("Scream"), who plays Dave,   Bowfin- 
Photo Provided 
ger's assistant and cameraman. Dave 
seems to be able to get anything in 
town, including cranes, classic cars 
and cameras. 




seemed to be 
playing the 
same charac- 
ter from "Leap 
of Faith," 
where he fools 
another bunch 
of misfits into 
thinking that 
he is more 
than what he 
really is. 
Another    dis- 
appointment 
from Martin is 




stars can be eccentric at times or how 
every one in L.A./Hollywood uses cell 
phone in restaurants. 
"Bowfinger" is a light-hearted, 
light-weighted comedy that most 
media is treating deeper than it is. 
The premise of the film is to present 
how superficial Hollywood is, as if no 
one realizes that already. 
'Bowfinger' 
Starring Eddie Murphy and 
Steve Martin 
pc Newt says: With a star stud- 
ded cast, you'd think It 
his comical criticism 
since "LA. Story," which is very much 
the same perspective on that region. 
For instance, how young actresses 
sleep their way to success, how big 
would be better 
*• 
'13th Warrior7 fails, despite Banderas' effort 
By JAMES ELDRED 
The BG News 
"The 13th Warrior," the 
latest film based on a 
Michael Crichton book 
(renamed from "Eaters of 
The Dead") has been fin- 
ished for over a year. Now, 
finally, after numerous re- 
shoots, which included a 
new beginning and a 
changed ending, a title 
change and delay after 
delay, the fdm has finally 
been released, and not sur- 
prisingly, it's horrible. This 
isn't the worst adaptation of 
a Crichton book, that title 
goes to "Congo," but it's 
close. 
The film begins with an 
extremely rushed opening 
that has obviously been re- 
edited in an effort to shorten 
the movie. It seems that 
Ahmed the poet (Antonio 
Banderas) has been ban- 
ished from his land because 







Is Now Hiring: 
Cooks, Servers & 
Hosts/Hostesses 
V Top wages 
V Flexible Hours 
V Paid Vacations 
V Health/Dental 
Insurance 
V Employee Stock 
Option Plan 
are just a few of the great 
benefits waiting for you! 
Apply in person 
Mon. - Fri. 2-4 
401 W. Dussel Road 
Maumee, OH 43537 
(Juil * taw minute* from BG! 
T«k# 1-4751* to DuateMum right) 
L 
married woman. On his way 
to a new land, he encounters 
a band of Norse Vikings. 
After living with them for 
several days, he becomes 
entangled with their 
attempt to save their land 
from an unknown enemy, 
and travels with them to 
save the village. 
Sounds exciting? It should 
be, but it isn't. Even though 
there is cannibalism, numer- 
ous beheadings, countless 
deaths and even some mean- 
ingless sex, the film some- 
how manages to be one of 
the most boring action films 
ever made. The characters 
are boring, the bad-guys are 
boring, and the hero is the 
most boring person on the 
screen. 
Yes, the hero is Antonio, 
the "Arab" poet, proving 
once again that he hasn't 
been in a really good action 
movie since "Desperado." He 
never looks angry, never 
looks sad and never looks 
happy throughout the entire 
movie, he just looks con- 
fused. 
Maybe he's confused 
because his character serves 
absolutely no purpose to the 
story at all, which should 
have been focused around 
the Viking leader, Buliwyf 
(Vladimir Kulich) because 
he actually does something. 
He's the one that gets them 
to the village, the one who 
arranges the defenses, and 
the one that fights all of the 
important battles. In fact, 
he's the only character in the 
film worth paying attention 
to. He has all the good fight 
scenes, the best lines and he 
was the only one that fit the 
role of an imposing Viking 
warrior — he's huge. Next to 
him, Antonio looks even 
more worthless than he 
already is. 
The only thing that is as 
bad as the characters in this 
film is the plot. If the film- 
makers took out every con- 
trived moment in this film, 
there would be no movie. For 
example, we are led to 
believe the enemy is a tribe 
of Neanderthals. That's far- 
fetched to begin with, but it 
gets worse. Neanderthals 
are thought to be much less 
intelligent than modern 
humans, yet these Nean- 
derthals managed to create 
a complex tribal system, 
arrange large villages with a 
complex underground cham- 
ber, and organize advanced 
battle plans, tearing the 
Norse village to shreds sev- 
eral times. 
The villagers also manage 
to rebuild pretty quickly, 
considering at one point the 
entire place is burned to the 
ground. That also doesn't 
seem  to  detract from  their 
sex drives either, with an 
incredibly contrived sex 
scene taking place between a 
female villager and Antonio 
after a horrible battle, dur- 
ing which half the village 
dies. I guess having her fam- 
ily and friends all get killed 
by cannibals really put her 
in the mood. 
The film's only saving 
grace is the previously men- 
tioned Buliwyf, the only 
character worth caring 
about, and two battle scenes 
that are set-up beautifully. 
However, the actual battles 
are boring and repetitive, 
showing only close-up kills, 
and not the entire battle as a 
whole, the result is very 
underwhelming and boring. 
"The 13th Warrior 
' tarring Antonio Banderas 
)and Vladimir Kulich 
TJG  Newi  says:  Boring  an 
pointless from beginning 
Nominees 
named for top 
Emmy Award 
categories 
Actor, comedy series: 
Michael J. Fox, "Spin City," 
ABC; Kelsey Grammer, 
"Frasier," NBC; John Lithgow, 
"3rd Rock From the Sun," 
NBC; Paul Reiser, "Mad About 
You," NBC; Ray Romano, 
"Everybody Loves Raymond," 
CBS. 
Actress, comedy series: 
Jcnna Elfman, "Dharma & 
Greg," ABC; Calista Flock- 
hart, "Ally McBeal," Fox; 
Patricia Heaton, "Everybody 
Ix>ves Raymond," CBS; Helen 
Hunt, "Mad About You," NBC; 
Sarah Jessica Parker, "Sex 
and the City," HBO. 
Actor, drama series: Dennis 
Franz, "NYPD Blue," ABC; 
James Gandolfini, "The 
Sopranos," HBO; Dylan 
McDermott,  "The   Practice," 
ABC; Jimmy Smits, "NYPD 
Blue," ABC; Sam Waterston, 
"Law & Order," NBC. 
Actress, drama series: 
Gillian Anderson, "The X- 
Files," Fox; Lorraine Bracco, 
"The Sopranos," HBO; Edie 
Falco, "The Sopranos," HBO; 
Christine Lahti, "Chicago 
Hope," CBS; Julianna Mar- 
gulies, "ER," NBC. 
Comedy series: "Ally 
McBeal," Fox; "Everybody 
Loves Raymond," CBS; "Frasi- 
er," NBC; "Friends," NBC; 
"Sex and the City," HBO. 
Drama series: "ER," NBC; 
"Law & Order," NBC; "NYPD 
Blue," ABC; The Practice," 
ABC; The Sopranos," HBO. 
to end.  Go rent Conan 
* 
DID YOU KNOW? 
About 33% of the heat in U.S. homes 
and other buildings escapes through 
closed windows ~ an energy loss 
equal to all the oil flowing through the 
Alaska pipeline every year.' 
Sponsored by Ihe Center lor Environmental Programs and your 
Campos Recycling Program 
Mliier. 1969 Lying in Ihe Envirorment 
TAKE A CARLOAD. HIT THE ROAD. BE SURE TO CALL "SHOTGUN'.' 
Grab your friends, and get to Cedar Point before 
the season ends and the school year begins. 
For groups of 15 or more, your price is just $20 a ticket. That's a savings of $6.95 per ticket. 
Plus, you'll get one free ticket per group. 
• Bonus Weekends - Sept. 12, 18, & 19. 
Park hours are Noon - 8PM. 
• HalloWeekends - Sept. 24-26, Oct. 1-3, Oct. 8-10. 




Limited ride avatlabtlity on Friday evenings; many coasters ctosed. www.cedarpoint.com 
\ 
. 
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SPORTS Matt Steiner Sports Editor 372-2603 
Men, Women's CC travel to face Bobcats 
By MATTHEW P. LYONS 
The BG News 
The Falcon men and 
women's cross country teams 
are headed to Ohio University 
to open the season with a dual 
meet on Saturday. 
Women's Cross Country 
The women's team will face 
the Bobcats without an official 





By PETE STELLA 
The BG News 
Many things will be on the 
minds of the BG women's soccer 
team this weekend. 
Will coach Tom Piccirillo be 
able to earn his 100th win? Pic- 
cirillo, who is in his 11 year as a 
coach, is chasing the milestone. 
His record is currently at 99- 
84-9. 
Another question is will the 
team be able to rebound from 
its tough losses in Georgia and 
prepare for the Mid-American 
Conference portion of its sched- 
ule? 
But before the Falcons start 
the road to a MAC champi- 
onship, they must first get past 
the Niagara Purple Eagles. The. 
two squads face off Sunday at 1 
p.m. at Cochrane field. This 







dropped to 2- 
2-0 overall 
and this will 
be its last non- 
league   match 
before the MAC opener Sept. 15 
against Kent at home. 
"We  had  good  results  last 
weekend despite our two loss- 
es," Piccirillo said. "We are rais- 
ing our level of play and I don't 
think  we will  see  a team of 
Georgia's caliber in the MAC." 
The     Purple     Eagles 
ended the 1998 season with a 2- 
12-1 overall record and a 2-7-0 
Metro Atlantic Athletic Confer- 
ence record. Coach Pete Vetri is 
in his first year at the helm of 
Niagara and the Purple Eagles' 
record currently stands at 0-3. 
"We must do what we have to 
do against Niagara, despite the 
fact they aren't really a strong 
team," Piccirillo said. "Our mid- 
fielders are learning a new sys- 
tem they must grasp if we want 
to have  a good season. As a 
team, we must start perfecting 
our play." 
After Sunday's match, the 
Falcons start their 10-game 
MAC series. But according to 
Piccirillo, the other MAC teams 
haven't been as tested. 
"Ohio and Northern Illinois 
haven't played the kind of 
teams that we have already 
played," Piccirillo said. "We 
have faced some great teams 
that will prepare us for the 
MAC and hopefully, give us an 
edge against our opponents." 
Overall, coach Piccirillo is 
impressed with the play of his 
freshmen and veterans. Fresh- 
men goalie Erika Flanders and 
forward Jill Conover have 
made immediate impacts to 
this already talented team. 
"Flanders has been great in 
goal and most of the goals 
scored on her last weekend 
were not all her fault," Picciril- 
lo said. "Jill's goal against East 
Carolina was a great display of 
individual skill. Michelle I.isy 
is our emotional spark plug." 
mer coach, Steve Price left the 
University during the summer 
to take an athletic director posi- 
tion at Lehman High School in 
Sidney, Ohio. Price coached at 
BG for 10 years prior to leav- 
ing. New interim head women's 
track coach Scott Sehmann will 
be handling the team until a 
coach is hired. 
BG is returning six from the 
1998 season, including All- 
MAC Second-Teamer Christine 
Thompson and Jessica LaFene 
who was forced to take a red- 
shirt year in 1998 due to an 
injury. 
The Falcon women go into 
the season tied for second in the 
preseason poll with Kent. Ohio 
placed first in the poll with 134 
points. BG was also ranked 
sixth in the Great Lakes region 
poll. The region includes Bowl- 
ing Green, Wisconsin, Michi- 
gan, Notre Dame, Ohio, Michi- 
gan State, Butler, Marquette, 
Kent State and Toledo. Wiscon- 
sin placed first in the poll. 
BG, who won the MAC title 
last year, is looking to capture 
its fourth MAC title in five 
years. The Falcons also fin- 
ished 15-of-26 teams at the 
Great Lakes Regional. 
Men's Cross Country 
The men's team returns four 
from  the  1998 season and  is 
looking to finish at the top of 






eighth in the 
preseason poll 
with 71 points. 
Eastern Michi- 
gan        finished 
first with 138 points. 
The   men   are   coached   by 
Sterling Martin. The Falcons 
are looking for their first MAC 
title since 1995. BG finished 
ninth out of 12 teams at MAC 
championships last year and 
third out of 26 at the Grea£ 
Lakes Regional. 
The men's race begins a^, 
11:15 a.m. and the women starft 
at 10:30 a.m. Both races are at-; 
Ohio   University   in   Athens,', 
Football attempts to regroup 
at home vs. Tennessee 
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM 
The BG News 
It is almost imperative for 
Bowling Green to come 
away with a win in Satur- 
day's home opener against Ten- 
nessee Tech at 1 p.m. 
The Falcons do not want to 
head to Marshall 0-2. 
GAME #2 
Tennessee Tech (0-0) 
at 
Bowling Green(O-l) 
1 p.m. at Doyt Perry 
Stadium 
Radio: WBGU 88.1 FM-, 
Matt Bryan and Ted Siller 
Air Time: 12 p.m.   ' 
This marks the first meeting 
between the two schools. The 
Golden Eagles are a Division I- 
AA school from the Ohio Valley 
Conference. BG has not faced 
anyone from the OVC since 1950 
when it defeated Eastern Ken- 
tucky. It's Tennessee Tech's sea- 
son opener. The Golden Eagles 
were 4-7 in 1998. 
Coach Gary Blackney said the 
Golden Eagle forte is defense. 
Tennessee Tech allowed 264.5 
yards per game in 1998 giving up 
an average of 131 rushing and 
133.5 passing. That ranked first 
in the OVC. 
"They basically play a 4-3 or 
weak eagle type defense where 
everything is kicked to the tight 
end," Blackney said. "They 
ranked seventh in the nation in I- 
AA. We need to maintain the 
play of our defense and have our 
offense playing on a more consis- 
tent level. We have to put it all 
together because the exhibition 
season is over after this week. 
We're not taking these guys 
lightly either. We don't have the 
right to take anyone lightly." 
Conversely, Bowling Green 
rushed for 161 yards and passed 
for 174 in the season opener 30- 
10 loss at Pittsburgh for a total of 
335 yards. Blackney wants the 
offense to average near 400 yards 
per game. Out of 11 teams (Buf- 
falo and Eastern Michigan open 
Saturday), the Falcons offense 
ranks third in rushing. Blackney 
wants more big plays by the 
offense. 
For Tennessee Tech, Mike 
Hannigan enters his third year 
coaching his alma mater. The 
defense is led by seniors Branon 
Vaughn (6-foot-l, 220 lbs.) and 
Jerry Turner (6-2, 260). 
Offensively, Blackney said the 
Eagles have two fine tailbacks in 
junior Jerome Tillman (5-8, 178) 
and sophomore Nick Solomon 
(5-6, 181). The quarterback is 
junior Michael Peeples (6-5,230). 
The offensive line is led by senior 
Wes Gallagher (6-2, 278). Ten- 
nessee Tech runs a multiple for- 
mation with shotgun in the mix. 
"Coach (Blackney) said 
they're two real good scatbacks 
(Tillman and Solomon)," sopho- 
more defensive end Casey 
Williams said. "We have to make 
sure we wrap them up. We'll 
probably put as much pressure 
on him (Peeples) as possible 
blitzing up the middle and com- 
ing from the comers." 
Defensively, BG ranks first in 
total and pass defense and third 
in rushing defense. The Falcons 
gave up 220 yards total to Pitt 
including 113 in the air. 
"I thought our defense played 
with great enthusiasm and inten- 
sity," Blackney said. "As I men- 
tioned before, we're more of an 
attacking-style    defense.     I'm 
excited about our defense. I still 
feel we're going to be a good 
football team. We just did some 
uncharacteristic things." 
Blackney was pleased wittf 
his rotations in the Pittsburgh 
See Football, page TEN.' 
BG News Photo/MIKE LEHMKUHLE 
BG Receiver Robert Redd (5) and a Falcon defensive back muscle for position on backup quar- 
terback Andy Sahm's forthcoming pass. The football team hopes to rebound from a 30-10 loss at 
Pittsburgh last when they play Tennessee Tech Saturday. 
Men's soccer looks to keep national ranking 
BG Newi Photo/BEN FRENCH 
Bowling Green captain Jason Bryant attempts to steal the ball 
away from a Western Kentucky player during BG's 1-0 win. The 
Falcons are ranked 22nd In the country. 
1 ) 
By DAVE TRUMAN 
The BG News 
The wish list is growing. 
After seeing the latest 
NSCAA poll, in which the 
Bowling Green men's soccer 
team was ranked 22nd in the 
nation, the Falcons are ready to 
add one more item to their 
preseason goals tally. 
Of course, their main focus is 
still on winning the Mid- 
American Conference 
championship and reaching the 
NCAA tournament, but a 
national ranking in the top 20 
would be pretty nice, too. 
. BG coach Mel Mahler said he 
doesn't want the poll to take 
away from the importance of 
winning each game as it comes 
or from preparing for the MAC 
schedule. 
"Those are the things that 
come with hard work," he said. 
"We want to be a top 20 
program and hopefully it will 
help by adding a little extra 
motivation." 
Falcons' junior Fred Degand 
will have extra motivation this 
weekend. Degand is from 
Highland Park, 111., less than a 
two  hour drive  from  Peoria, 
where BG will face Tulsa and 
Bradley in the Holiday Inn City 
Centre Classic. 
He said he will have plenty 
of family and friends in 
attendance, not to mention a 
handful on the opposing team. 
Degand knows what to expect 
from the Braves this weekend. 
"Six guys from Bradley are 
on my club team," Degand said. 
"Well say *hi' before the game, 
but they are the enemy once the 
game starts. I won't back out of 
a tackle because I've known 
some of them for 10 years." 
Bradley beat BG 1-0 last 
year at Cochrane Field. The 
1999 Sdccer Online preseason 
Second Team Ail-American 
Gavin Clinton, scored on what 
Mahler called "a stellar 
individual effort with 5:35 
remaining in the second half." 
"We lost here 1-0 in a game I 
thought we had control of last 
year," Mahler said. "We'd like to 
return the favor a little bit. Go 
in there and beat them at their 
place." 
The Braves are the 
defending Missouri Valley 
Conference champions and 
stand   at  1-3   after  weekend 
I 
losses to North Carolina and 
Southern Methodist by a 
combined three goals. 
The host school, and the 
Falcons' opponent for Saturday 
at 3 p.m., Bradley is currently 
ranked 10th in the NSCAA's 
Midwest Region. 
Sunday's competition, the 
Tulsa Golden Hurricanes, will 
not be any easier. Tulsa is 
ranked fifth in the region and 
will be more of an unknown to 
BG. The two schools have not 
met since 1990 when the 
Falcons dropped a 1-0 decision 
at Cochrane Field. 
"Tulsa is traditionally a 
strong program, but they had a 
big senior class last year^* 
Mahler said. "This tournament 
will have a very strong field. If 
we can come out of this with 
two wins, it will really help us 
get some national recognition 
and maybe improve our 
chances come tournament 
time." 
Tulsa split its first two 
games this season and takes on 
the Falcons at 12 p.m. 
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Van De Walle goes for 300th win at Marquette 
By NICK HURM 
The BC News 
This could be a historic 
weekend for the Bowling Green 
volleyball team. 
Head coach Denise Van De 
Walle is sitting on 299 career 
victories with the Falcons. The 
veteran Falcon coach has three 
chances to claim 300 this 
weekend at the Marquette 
Invitational in Wisconsin. 
The Falcons look to improve 
on their successful opening 
weekend in which they took 
three out of the four games 
played at the Duquense 
Invitational. 
BG will battle with 
Mississippi State (2-0) for the 
first time in team history 
tonight. They will follow it up 
with two more on Saturday 
against Marquette and 
Providence. 
"This tournament is going to 
be stronger than the 
tournament last weekend," Van 
De Walle said. "If we go in with 
the right attitude we should be 
in pretty good shape. We can't 
be afraid to make mistakes." 
The Falcons have an 
undefeated record against 
Marquette and Providence in 
past meetings. BG holds a 
victory in the only meeting with 
Providence. The Friars went 1- 
2 last weekend at the James 
Madison Invitational. The 
orange and brown have beaten 
Marquette in two previous 
meetings. Their most recent 
win over the Golden Eagles was 
last year, beating MU in four 
sets. The Golden Eagles lost to 
Purdue and the University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee last 
weekend, but posted an 
impressive win against Mid- 
American powerhouse 
Northern Illinois. 
"I think Marquette will be a 
different team this year," Van 
De Walle said. "They have 
everyone returning from last 
year. They also just had a big 
win away over Northern 
Illinois which prt>ves they're a 
PHOTO PROVIDED 
Members of the volleyball team get set to go into action. This weekend their coach, Denise Van 
De Walle will be looking for her 300th win. 
good team." 
Working in the Falcons favor 
is its depth. BG has a stronger 
Men's golf begins season at Iowa 
By DAN NIED 
The BG News 
The first step can often tell 
the biggest tale in a team's per- 
formance. For the Bowling 
Green Men's golf team, this 
step could prove to be monu- 
mental. 
The Falcons travel to Iowa 
City Iowa to participate in the 
Iowa Hawkeye Intercollegiate. 
The field in this competition 
consists of a mix of big ten 
teams, Mid-American Confer- 
ence teams and Notre Dame. 
"It should be a good competi- 
tion," said Falcon head coach 
Garry Winger, who begins on 
Saturday his second season as 
the leader of the BG golfers. 
Last year,  the  brown  and 
orange finished eighth out of 12 
teams in the competition. 
The Falcons are going to 
start the season without last 
year's leaders. Otto Larson and 
Jeff Hunt. Replacing them will 
be freshman Adam Balls. 
Balls brings an impressive 
resume to BG. He was the 1998 
Ontario Junior Match-Play 
Champion. He was also a mem- 
ber of the 1998 Williamson Cup 
championship team. 
Also playing for BG are a few 
hold-overs from last season. 
Sophomore Justin Gillham 
played in all but one tourna- 
ment last season while averag- 
ing 77.33 strokes per 18 holes. 
Senior Dave Kotsos averaged 
79.69 strokes last season while 
sophomore Brian Gerken aver- 
aged 76.42. 
BG's top returnee is junior 
Jon Smarrelli who finished 
behind Larson and Hunt last 
season with an average of 
76.22. 
Right now Winger is not sure 
who his top players are. 
"I'm not sure who our best 
guy is," Winger said. "Right 
now, everybody is playing well, 
so we don't know who will step 
up." 
Winger also said that his 
team must lose the habit of 
throwing away easy shots. 
"We need to execute the sim- 
ple shots better," he said. 
and more experienced team 
this year. Ten of the 11 letter 
winners from last year are 
back. 
FOOTBALL  
"I like the fact that we can go 
to the bench," Van De Walle 
said. "The bench can step right 
in and thiags remain the same. 
Having depth is nice." 
Senior left-side hitter 
Melissa Lewis and senior setter 
Heather Greig were named to 
the Duquense all-tournament 
team. Lewis led the team in all 
four matches for BG. She 
recorded 62 kills for a 5.17 kill 
per game average. Her average 
is up almost two kills per game 
from last year. Greig racked up 
159 assists for the tournament 
and is also up almost two 
assists per game more than last 
year. 
If the Faclcons pick up a win 
Van De Walle will be only the 
second coach ever in MAC 
history to record 300 wins. 
What will be the first thing Van 
De Walle does if she picks up 
number 300? 
"I will thank God for giving it 
to me," Van De Walle said. "I 
think the thing I will be very 
proud of is that every win has 
been with Bowling Green. It's 
not like I have gone around 
with other universities, its all 
been here." 
Continued from page NINE. 
game. Along the defensive line, 
Williams, D.J. Owchar, Rodney 
Dawson and Larry Wither- 
spoon gave Ryan Wingrove, 
Brandon Hicks, Malcolm 
Robinson and D.J. Durkin 
breathers while Geno Burden, 
Chris Haneline and Chris Delia 
Vella gave Garry Fisher, Joe 
O'Neill and Khary Campbell 
some breathers. The team also 
did rotations at the wide receiv- 
er, running back and tight end 
spots. The main thing Blackney 
wants to see his defense do is 
create more turnovers. 
Sophomore wide receiver 
Kurl Cerling had two costly 
fumbles in the Pitt contest. When 
.isked what he'd do to bounce 
back, he said it's not an issue. 
"The only part I was upset 
about is I hurt my team and 
defense when I did that," Ger- 
ling said. "I know that. It's not 
going to happen again. I wasn't 
expecting the guy to hit me right 
.iw.iv with his helmet. I have to 
tuck it away faster." 
Gerling proved his effective- 
ness going against a top corner- 
back in Hank Poteat with seven 
receptions for 88 yards. He is tied 
for third with receptions per 
game behind Western Michi- 
gan's Steve Neal. 
In terms of Godfrey Lewis, 
who didn't play in the second 
half of the Pittsburgh game due 
to an ankle sprain in the achilles 
area, Blackney is calling him 
day-to-day. 
American Heart i 
Association.!! 
Y      Q       H 
petf)h£llenie formal f^raitmpnt 
One Star May Shine Brite. 
But Together We Lite the Skies' 
Dont miss out on an experience of a lifetime. 
- Hurry - 
Theres only 1 more day to sign up! 
(3o(3iwk! 
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Thursday's Sports Transactions 
By The Associated Press 
BASEBALL 
National League 
ATLANTA BRAVES—Acquired INF Freddy Garcia from Pitts- 
burgh for RHP Greg Dukeman. Sent INF Marty Malloy outright lo 
Richmond of the Inlernalion.il League. 
SAN DIEGO PADRES—Recalled OF Mike Darr, OF Gary 
Matthews, Jr., INF David Newhan and RHP Carlos Almanzar from 
Las Vegas of the PCL, and RHP Domingo Guzman from Mobile of the 
Soulhem League. 
FOOTBALL 
National Football League 
CINCINNATI BENGALS—Signed WR Carl Pickens to a one-year 
contract. 
DETROIT LIONS—Promoted Steve Reaven, assistant director of 
media relations, to director of media relations. 
MINNESOTA VIKINGS—Re-signed LS Mike Morris. Waived OL 
Chris Liwienski. 
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS—Released HB-FB Wendell Davis. 
Signed WR Chris Perm to a one-year contract. 
COLLEGE 
CARLETON—Named Michael Nightingale nordic skiing coach. 
ST. OLAF—Named Michael Nightingale nordic skiing coach. 
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH—Named Matt Ball golf coach. 
WAKE FOREST—Named Bill Dcllinger men's cross country 
coach. 
Major League Soccer 
At A Glance 
Eastern Conference 
W L SOW    Pts 
DC. 20 7 5 50 
Columbus 16 10 5 
Tampa Bay 13 14 5 
Miami 10 17 4 
New Eng 10 17 4 
NY-NJ 5 22 3 
Western Conference 
W L SOW     Pts 




San Jose 15 























































W           L Pet. GB 
New York     85 54 .612 — 
Boston           79 61 .564 6 1/2 
Toronto         74 67 .525 12 
Baltimore      63 76 .453 22 
Tampa Bay    61 78 .439 24 
Central Division 
W         L Pet. GB 
x-Cleveland  86 53 .619 — 
Chicago        63 77 .450 23 1/2 
Minnesota     58 80 .420 27 1/2 
Detroit           57 81 .413 28 1/2 
Kansas City  54 85 .388 32 
West Division 
W          L Pet. GB 
Texas             85 56 .603 — 
Oakland        76 64 .543 8 1/2 
Seattle           70 69 .504 14 
Anaheim       55 84 .396 29 



























San Fran 76 
Los Angeles 65 
San Diego 65 




















































FROD£ HE WIRE 
Catfish Hunter dead at age 53 
The Associated Press 
Pitcher Jim "Catfish" Hunter, the model of control in a 15-year 
Hall of Fame career, died Thursday of Lou Gehrig's disease, which 
left him unable to grip a baseball at the end of his life. He was 53. 
Hunter, baseball's first big money free agent, died at his home in 
Hertford, N.C, where he fell Aug. 8 and hit his head on some con- 
crete steps. He was unconscious for several days in the hospital, but 
improved and was sent home to his Perquimans County farm on Sat- 
urday in fair condition, according to Rev. Keith Vaughan, a family 
spokesman. 
SPORTfisj BRIEF   JQ; 
Fowler Selected Mac Player of the Week 
Bowling Green goalkeeper Ty Fowler has been selected Mid- 
American Conference Men's Soccer Player of the Week for the week 
ending September 5, 1999. 
Fowler posted a pair of shutouts, was 3-0 on the week and record- 
ed a 0.33 goals-against average, helping BG to the title at its own 
tournament. The senior, who had made only one career start prior to 
this past week's action playing behind two-time All-American Scott 
Vallow, played in all 270 minutes and allowed only one goal while 
making 15 saves. Fowler was named Defensive MVP of the Classic 
after posting shutouts against Western Kentucky and DePaul. 
BGSU T-22 in NSCAA First National Ranking 
The national Soccer Coaches Association of America (NSCAA) has 
released its first national ranking of the season and the Bowling 
Green Falcons are tied for 22nd in the country with Brown, while 
UCLA is the number one ranked team. 
BG and St. Louis, rated 2nd, are the only teams listed in the rank- 
ings with 3-0-0 records. 
Lewis Among 38 on Walker Award List 
Bowling Green State University sophomore Godfrey Lewis is one 
of 38 running backs from across the nation being considered for the 
Doak Walker Award. The award is presented annually to recognize 
the nation's premier running back for his accomplishments on the 
field, achievement in the classroom and citizenship in the communi- 
ty- 
The Toronto, Ontario native is one of four Mid-American Confer- 
ence backs being considered joining Miami University senior Travis 
Prentice, Central Michigan University senior Eric Flowers and West- 
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Services Offered 
Campus Events 
Applications for University Ambassadors 
are available in the Miletl Alumni Center 
NOW and are due by 5pm on Mon Oct. 
11th First Info Night is Mon. Sept 27tti 
from 7-9pm in the Taff Room of the Un- 
ion. Come and get more info & meet 
members. 
Be looking for more info soon to c jme! 
Attention Golden Key Members 
1st meeting, Monday, Sept. 13 
BA 103 at 9pm 
?'8. email. amyrowi©bgnet bgsu edu 
HILLEL BARBEQUE 
Jewish Student Group sponsoring a bar- 




They start Monday! Call 1-800-969-1338 
now to schedule a sitting. Don't be left out 
of the 2000 Key Yearbook. Portraits taken 
in 28 West Hall, daily from 10-6 Call now 
to reserve a good time 
SENIORS 
SENIORS 
Any senior graduating in December. May, 
or August should call 1-800-969-1338 
now to schedule your senior portrait. Por- 
traits wilt be taken all next week from 10-6 
daily Sittings take only a few minutes. 
and the $6 sitting fee can be charged to 
your bursar account. 
"Portraits make great Christmas gifts* 
SKYDIVE BG welcomes you to your new 
adventure. We are offering a back to 
school skydiving special of $110 thru 
September. Only 10 mins. from BG cam- 
pus. MCA/ISA accepted Skydrve BG 
352-5200.  
Worried about pregnancy?? 
Free Pregnancy Tests 
Confidential and Caring 
354-4673 BG Preonancv Center. 
Personals 
Rides 
Going to Rochester NY? or nearyb? 
Take me with you, I'll help w/ tolls & gas. 
Seven) dbgnet.bgsu edu 
Services Offered 
Begin the Journey to Wellness 
Tue. nights Yoga class • 6:45-800 
Call LitePalhs 352-5724 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS: 
Do you have a part-time job? 
Is it related to your major/career goals? 
Come and see if you qualify for 
CO-OP 050 
a NO-COST transenpt notation. 
Lend CREDIBILITY to your employment. 
Co-op  310SSBIdg. -372-2461 details 
Attention Jewish Students 
Rosh Hashanah begins Fri., Sept 10th. If 
you   need   transportation   to   services. 
please call 352-2760.  
Campus Polleyes & Pagliais Puza Is 
more than just a nameless person at 
the end of a phone! 
_ Come visit ua this weekend! 
CONTEMPORARY WEIGHT 
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 
Hunger, exercise, and nutrition 
awareness. Register today- 
372-9355<WELL) 
Take a bite AND on the Move 
for Health & Joy 
Wednesday afternoon sessions(8 weeks) 
Begins September 22.1999 
$10 00 for materials  
Do you Love Scented Candles? 
Introducing Candle wood Cottage 
Candles by Starbrlte! 
New England Candle manufacturer new 
to Bowling Green area is seeking custom- 
ers. Handmade candles available in 12- 
15 hr. votives, refillable crocks, gift bas- 
kets, and long burning jar candles. Over 
60 scents! Strongly scented, quality can- 
dles at an affordable price. 
We are a Home Party company with su- 
perb Hostess Benefits. Earn free candles 
just by having a few friends over. Candles 
make great gifts. Individual orders are 
welcome! Ask about our seasonal specials 
Contact Cyndi Buechler for free catalog 
and more info. 419-823-5926 or visit my 
website at www.starbrTtecandles.com. 
Fall Employment 
Home City Ice 
Home City 
Ice Company 
Now Hiring for these Positions: 
1. Route Drivers 
2. Production Stackers 
3. Truck Loaders 
Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules 
Locations throughout all of Ohio 
and Southeast Michigan 
Call Today for Complete Details!! 
1-800-899-807© 
"Be a part of a winning tradition"  
Personals Personals 
Female Christian singer looking lor ottitfl 
who would like to get together & lift our 
voices " i the lord. If interested please call 
353-9    ' & leave message. 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING AND 
COUNSELING in recognition of 
Women's Health Month. 
Sponsored by the Student Health Service 
Call 372-2271 for an appointment 
HILLEL BARBEQUE 
Jewish Student Group sponsoring a bar- 
beque on Mon.. Sept 13 at 4 00 at the 
Union Oval  
Pagliais Pizza & Campus Polleyes says 
"Come out and support 
the Falcons Saturday!" 
Phi Mu Soronty is looking for a houseboy 
for this semester. Fall 1999   II you are in- 
terested or have any questions, call Car- 
he at 372-3709.  
SENIOR PORTRAITS 
SENIOR PORTRAITS 
They start Monday! Call 1-800-969-1338 
now to schedule a sitting. Don't be left out 
of the 2000 Key Yearbook Portraits taken 
in 28 W2sl Hall, daily from 10-6. Call now 
lo reserve a good time 
SENIORS 
SENIORS 
Any senior graduating in December, May, 
or August should call 1-800-969-1338 
now to schedule your senior portrait. Por- 
traits will be taken all next week from 10-6 
daily. Sittings take only a few minutes, 
and the $6 sitting fee can be charged to 
your bursar account. 
"Portraits make great Christmas gifts" 
Spring Break '00 
Cancun. Ma^atJan. or 
Jamaica from $399 
Reps wanted! Sell 15 and travel free1 
Lowest Prices Guaranteed! I! 
Info: Cair 1-800-446-8355 
www.sunbreaks.com 
Where are the witches? 
They go to Alternatives for their ritual 
needs; Incense, tarot, herbs, oils, stones, 
& more 131 W. Wooster St BG Or call 
352-7333. Don't forget - jr organic food & 
cruelty free health & beauty items! 
Alter your spirit at Alternatives. 
Wanted 
Need roommate now 
$275 a mont plus util. No gender pref. 
353-3714, Bev  
Roommate needed. M/F. own bedroom 
Split cost Call 354-155?. ask for Denny 
Help Wanted 
SS MANAGE A BUSINESS 
ON YOUR CAMPUS $$ 
Verslty.com an Internet note taking com 
pany is looking for an entrepreneurial stu- 
dent to run our business on your campus. 
Manage students, make tons of money, 
excellent opportunity! Apply online 
at www.versity.com, contact jobs@versi 
ry.com or call (734) 483-1600 ext 888. 
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circu 
lars. For info call 203-977-1720 
Babysitter needed in my home. Non 
smoker, reliable & dependable. Tues. & 
Thura. 12:30-2:30. Weds. 10-12:00. Call 
354-4368 
Bob Evans now hinng bussers & accept 
mg    applications   for   other   positions 
Please apply in person.  
SPRING BREAK 2000-Plan Now' 
Cancun, Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica 
& S. Padre. Reliable TWA flights. 
Best prices & packages. Book now and 
SAVE! Campus Reps wanted-eam 
FREE trips 
1 800.SURFS.UP 
www, s t uden texpress com 
Child   care-responstole   individual   with 
own transportation to care for bright, fun 
five year old in our home after school 
Monday-Thursday,   315-5:15pm,   $6Vhr 
References needed. Call Mary at 352- 
6127, please leave a message 
Companion needed for  developmentally 
delayed adult male.  Must have experi- 
ence with D.D. rec center swim, shop- 
ping, etc. 3 hours/week. $6/hour   Must 
provide references Call 352-7143 after 6 
Desk clerk needed for local motel 3rd 
shift, 3 shifts per week, must work week- 






Moa & Dat*» 
iBoKIai*, 
*5%. 
1 b fTarsnasnrwi 
M-F 8-4:30 
Come see us for a complete listing of locations 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co. 
530 Maple St. 419-352-9378 
Help Wanted 
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS 
Work part-time, full-time, even put in over- 
time hours, around your college and per- 
sonal schedule. Work a minimum ol 15 
hours per week or 40 hours plus over- 
time Many college students work here. 
Starting pay is $5 30 per hour with ar.au- 
tomatic $.25 per hour increase to $5.55 
after 100 hours of service with the compa- 
ny These are unskilled jobs involving as- 
sembling and packaging of small parts. 
Apply m person between the hours of 
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Fnday) at 
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, 
INC., 428 Clough Street. Bowling Green, 
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near 
Kmko's and Dairy Queen next to the rail- 
road tracks 
Employment opportunities at Oak Grove 
Center - A Genesis Eldercare Network 
LPN or RN full lime for 11pm-7am 
Part time for 3pm -11 pm 
State tested nurse aides for 
6am-2pm and 10am-6pm 
Oak Grove Center 
620 East Water St 
Deshler. OH 43516 
PH (419) 278-6921 
Fax (419) 278-2910  
Extended care position available working 
at Trinity Lutheran School in Toledo Child 
care hours 2.45-5:45 M-F, additional 
hours avail. Contact Ellen Schave at 385- 
2301 or 874-7696 References required 
Fairy tale house In Perrysburg needs 
happy person to keep it shiny and bright. 
1 fi hours a week for sure (including sum- 
mertime). Schedule adjustable. Please 
email emccreeObgnet bgsu.edu or call 
372-WORK  Thank you!  
IMMEDIATE 
FULL ANO PART-TIME POSITIONS 
Behavioral Connections of Wood County 
is now hiring direct care worker's for their 
24-hour supervised group homes serving 
severely Mentally disabled adults Shift 
times start at 4:00pm and/or every other 
weekend 8:00am-4pm. Social work and 
Psychology majors are encouraged to ap- 
ply. Send resume to 
801 N College. BG, OH 43402. EOE 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-frame. 
Tenants pay util. $500/Mth tor 1 
Person.  $520/Mth tor 2 People. 
!*****••**••***• 
516 S. MAIN-2 BR duplex. 
$435/Mth plus utilities. Income 
qualifications must be met. 
[*••••*•••****** 
706 SECOND - 2 BR turn, 
duplex. Can have 1,2 or 3 
people. Tenants pay utilities. 
Starts at $450/Mth. 
(•***••■*•••****•• 
145 S. ENTERPRISE - Sleeping 
room lor a male. No cooking 
privaleges. $130/Mth. 
****••••••*•••• 
828 SEVENTH - 2 BR Unturn. 
$435/Mth plus utilities.  Income 
qualificatons must be met. 
(*•*•••••••••••* 
849 NAPOLEON RD, APT. #27 
Large 2 BR Fum. Start at $350 
tor 1 person or $400 (or 2 
People. Tenants pay gas and 
electric. 
!*••••••••••••*• 
DEPOSITS EQUAL ONE 
MONTH'S RENT. 
NO PETS ALLOWED!! 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL 
ESTATE RENTAL OFFICE 
354-2260 
319 E. Wooster, BG. 
Across street from Taco Bell 
i l<i /H Itieafre 
127 N. Main, B.G.  353-1361 




The Living Sequel 
Tickets At Theatre 
6:30-9:30 p.m. Daily 
To Charge By Phone: 
1-888-811-8825 
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is an illness- 
not a weakness. 
Tatar of Put ss ION 
http://www save.orq 
Help Wanted Help Wanted Help Wanted For Sale 
SIEVE 
LOVE   MOM   DPD  JON 
MORC  & COPR 
y 
163 South Matn Streel-Bow 
Just 2 Weeks Away'!' 
Get paid while you learn 
Beginning Sept  13, Oak Grove Center 
Will be ottering nurse aid training classes 
Call now to reserve a space lor you. 
Oak Grove Center 
Genesis Eldercare Network 
620 Easl Water St. 
Deshler. OH 43516 
PH (419) 278-6921 
Fax (419) 278-2910 
Lawn maintenance positions available 
Part & full time hours 
Call 352-5822. 
Local church looking (or pianist (or Sun- 
day contemporary worship Please call 
Community o( Christ Lutheran Church @ 
352-5101. 
Longs deaners needs part-time help 
3 lo 6 Mon thru Fri, plus Sat. 
2 to 5 plus Sat 
Apply in person at 345 N Maple St. 
353-4494 - $6 an hour 
Lunch and dinner. Busers and servers. 
Apply in person alter 11am S Daci's 
Steakhouse. Riverplace Plaza. Perrys- 
burg 
Part-time horse stable help needed in ex- 
change lor riding time. Call 669-3170. 
Person needed to work around apts. 
Misc. work. Call 353-0325 
RESTAURANT 
Looking for (irst class individuals to work 
at either Bowling Green Wendy's loca- 
tions. Benetils include: starling salary up 
to  $6.50  hr..  flexible  hours,  meal  dis- 
counts, incentive raises, relerral bonus, 
crew vacations & retirement program Ap- 
ply in person only 1504 E Wooster. 1094 
S. Main St. 
;mi.i Claus needs help Light manulac- 
luring positions producing toys, store dis- 
plays, and various plastic components 
Must work a minimum ol lour, 4 hour 
shifts per week. Vanous starling limes 
available. Starting at $6.15 per hour with 
opportunity (or bonus Apply M-F. 9 am- 
4 pm at: 
Pinnacle Plastic Products. 425 Napoleon 
Rd, BG. OH Ask lor Dave or Rod K 
Part-time teachers needed. School-aged 
(. roup needs before and alter school care, 
weekends and evenings off. experience 
preferred, but will train. Send resume to: 
Stay « Play Day Care, 3120 S. Byrne 
Road, Toledo. OH. 43614. 
Servers - Cooks 
Haskins Inn - Haskins. OH 
823-0014 
SERVERS 
Full or pt. time evenings. Clean, safe 
small town restaurant. Work short hrs., 
get good tips. Hosless. bartender, & 
busser support. Uniforms provided Paid 
weekly. No Sundays. Musi be 19 or over. 
Drive 10 mi. east on Rt 105. The Forks 
Restaurant, Pemberville. 
Soccer Volunteer Wanted 
Soccer Manager/Video Technician 
Assist w/practice/game managemenl 
Travel involved to away contest 
Call ASAP Soccer Office 
372-7072 
Any questions please call Thank you 
SPRING   BREAK   2000   with   STS-Join 
America's 11  Student Tour Operator to 
Jamaica Mexico, Bahamas. Cruises, and 
Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps. Call 
1-800-648-4849     or     visit     online      « 
www slstravel.com. 
SPRIN'.. BREAK 2000 
1-800-426-7710 
www.sunsplashtours.com 
Tutors needed lor BGSU America Reads 
Must be work sludy eligible! Earn $6*r. 
Call 372-2331 or visit 531 Education lor 
information. 
WANTED: BARTENDERS 
BG Eagles Club, Bowling Green. OH 
Experience preferred, but not necessary. 
Apply M-F 9am-5pm 
Contact Larr/ Konrad 353-7176 
Above avg. salary, great working cond 
Sleeper sola & reclmer in good condition 
353-2801 -Leave a message 
For Rent 
For Sale 






Small Pet* Welcome! 
Varsity Square Apts. 
353-7715 
"1111 Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break 
Specials! 7 Nights Air, Hotel. Meals, 
Drinks From $399! 1 ol 6 Small Business- 
es Recognized to* Outstanding Ethics! 
spnngbreaktravel.com 1 -800-678-6386 
"111! Spring Break Specials! Bahamas 
Party Cruise 5 Days $279! Includes Most 
Meals! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Pan- 
ma City, Daytona, South Beach. Florida 
$129! springbreaktravel com 1-800-678- 
6386 
25"  TV, brand new.  double  speakers, 
$240.00  419 261-5013.  
Car lor Sale 
68 Ford Escort GLX 80.109 miles 4 new 
tires, runs well. $1,000 obo. 419-261 
5013. 
Free loft to anyone that will pick it up in 
Canriek). OH 330-533-6128 
Hondas Irom $500 
Police impounds and tax repos 
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext 4558 
130 E. Washington 
1  furnished apt,  quiet downtown,  heat 
Incl. $495/mo. 6 or 9 mo. lease. 
Call 354-6036 
316 Ridge St. -2 8R house 3 blocks from 
campus. Sec. Dep . tenants pay utilities, 
no pets. $525/month. 12 mo. Lease only. 
Avail, now Call alter 5 30 pm 352-2330 
or 354-2854. 
Jay-Mar Apartments 
Spacious. 2 bdrm apts.. laundry facilities, 
A/C, gas heat. 2 FURNISHED/1 UN- 
FURNISHED. $475/mo 12 mo. lease 
Call 354-6036.  
Male needed. Male has furnished room 
for rent Brick home with everything. Free- 
dom of house. Must be clean, neat, and 
responsible. $300/month and $200 de- 
posit Call 354-6117.  
One and two bedroom furnished apart- 
ments available now. 352-7454 
Village Green Apartments 
Apartment lor rent 
354-3533 
10 am until 2pm* 
OPEN 
628 E.Woosler-Brmling Green » 354-2SJS 
Across from the BO'Sl' Stadium 
LOOKING FOR A WAY TO GET INVOLVED? 
WANT TO IMPRESS YOUR FUTURE EMPLOYER? 
REPRESENT B.G.S.U. AS A TOUR GUIDE!!! 
Applications will be available in 110 McFall. and are due by 
5 pm, September 15th. They are available from 
September 5th through September 12th. If you have any 
questions, call 372-9866. 
Mike's Party Mart 
l.mau-il on South Main Si. in "Big Lot* Plaza   Near Papa Johns! 
352*9259 
/(<■ > HI  I'am  stun  /.'i  2.<  years! 
W£ 
Natural Light 24Pk $7.99 
Coors Light I8pk $8.99 
Busch Light 30Pk $10.99 
Bud Light 24Pk $13.99 
Natural Light 12Pk $4.99 
m 
Cinemark Theatres 
1 CINEMA 5 JJf°i?dland 
1234 N. Main St. 354-0558. 
The Sixth Sense<PG-13) 
12:102:30500 730 1000 
Runaway Bride (PG) 
12:30 4 20 7 109:40 
Bowtinger(PG-13) 
12:20 2:40 4 50 7 25 9.35 
Chill Factor (R) 
12:05 4 40 9 50 
Stigmata (R) 
12:00 2:15 4 30 7 00 9 30 
Mickey Blue Eyet (PG-13) 




Admission $5.25 Matinees $3.25 
Times listed in bold are lor Sat & Sun only 
www.cmemarK.com 
£Mii.#ri Ihemnm 
Over $1800 in 
prizes being 
given away at 









4:30 9 -M 
Gallagher II sept 17 & is 
Ttckttt At TVitre 6:30-1:30 pa Duly 
To < hirjf Ft> Phn.f 1 ill 
I-888-81I-8825 
R Sat Sept 11 
12 Midnigbt 
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■ ♦     FREE ART      ♦   | 
EVENTS THIS 
WEEKEND 
_ FRI DAY. SEPTEMBER 10 7PM   S    . 
|     CURATORS TALK:      | 
| Dr. Rebecca L. Green | P 
^Once is Never Enough: ■ 
&    Textiles,   Ancestors, 
and Reburials in 
Highland Madagascar 
RECEPTION  FOLLOWS. 




See and sample the best of what local businesses have to offer. 
Enjoy FREE food, giveaways and register for door prizes! 
I Dr. Catherine Amidon 
§ Different Voices: New 
Art from Poland. 
RECEPTION  FOLLOWS 
[VIKYONt WELCOMI 
▼ ROTH IN >04 MM ARTS CINTIR  ▼ 
Register to win 
great prizes! 
Grand Prize:$200 Airfare 
voucher or $150 cash 
Courtesy of: Holiday Travel 
Center and the Bowling Green 
Chamber of Commerce 
Free Computer from Virtual 
PC's 
500 Video rentals from 
Foodtown 
$125 Downtown Merchants 
package, containing Gifts/ 
Certificates from 14 Merchants 
$50 Gift Certificate from Staples 
$50 Gift Certificate from Meijer 
$50 Gift Certificate from Kroger 
$40 Gift Certificate from 
Churchill's 
Gift Certificate from University 
Bookstore 
$25 Gift Certificate from 
Woodville Mall 
Tuesday, September 14th 
from 11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom (University Union) 
^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIF 
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